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Abstract
The number of domains and tasks where information extraction tools can be used
needs to be increased. One way to reach this goal is to construct user-driven information extraction systems where novice users are able to adapt them to new
domains and tasks. To accomplish this goal, the systems need to become more
intelligent and able to learn to extract information without need of expert skills or
time-consuming work from the user.
The type of information extraction system that is in focus for this thesis is semistructural information extraction. The term semi-structural refers to documents that
not only contain natural language text but also additional structural information.
The typical application is information extraction from World Wide Web hypertext
documents. By making effective use of not only the link structure but also the
structural information within each such document, user-driven extraction systems
with high performance can be built.
The extraction process contains several steps where different types of techniques are used. Examples of such types of techniques are those that take advantage of structural, pure syntactic, linguistic, and semantic information. The first
step that is in focus for this thesis is the navigation step that takes advantage of
the structural information. It is only one part of a complete extraction system,
but it is an important part. The use of reinforcement learning algorithms for the
navigation step can make the adaptation of the system to new tasks and domains
more user-driven. The advantage of using reinforcement learning techniques is that
the extraction agent can efficiently learn from its own experience without need for
intensive user interactions.
An agent-oriented system was designed to evaluate the approach suggested in
this thesis. Initial experiments showed that the training of the navigation step and
the approach of the system was promising. However, additional components need
to be included in the system before it becomes a fully-fledged user-driven system.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
The information extraction (IE) concept has been given a number of different definitions such as “the task of semantic matching between user-defined templates and
documents written in natural language text”, “a process that takes unseen text as
input and produces fixed-format, unambiguous data as output”, and “to extract relevant text fragments and piece them together into a coherent framework” [1, 2, 3].
The preferred definition for this thesis is to find subsets of relevant textual information for a given task or question and organize them into a clearly defined data
structure. This is different from the area of text understanding that attempts to
capture the semantics of whole documents, IE deals only with document subsets
relevant for a given task or question.
Examples of applications of IE are shopping agents that locate information
about products or services at different retailers and compare them to find the best
retailer, event agents that collect information about events that occur at different locations and times, and news agents that collect news articles from different sources
and present articles relevant for a specific user. Information stored in free natural text or with a semi-structural format would be too difficult to handle directly
without IE for these applications.
The area of information retrieval (IR) has attracted a lot of attention recently
due to the increased popularity of the World Wide Web. Services such as AltaVista
and Google are known by most Internet users and are an essential part of the Web
today. The main difference between IR and IE is that IR returns a set of documents
rather than a set of answers or phrases related to the query. Thus, the information
is not translated to a defined data structure in IR. The advantage of IR is that it is
possible to cover a large number of domains, whereas IE typically requires domaindependent knowledge and is therefore limited in the number of covered domains.
These two areas should not be seen as predecessors or successors of each other,
rather they can be combined and complement each other to provide more useful
services.
The concept structured text as used in this paper refers to textual information
stored in a clearly defined data model, for example in a relational database. The
1
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advantage of clearly defined structural information is that the information can be
automatically analyzed and processed more effectively. All the information has to
adhere to the schema that defines the data model. Semi-structured text does not
have the clear data model representation as structured text, but has more structural
information than natural language text, e.g. HTML documents with presentational
information combined with the content. The information does not have to adhere
to a predefined schema. These semi-structural documents are often less grammatically correct than natural language texts with choppy sentence fragments [4]. The
natural language processing (NLP) methods designed for free text do usually not
work as well for semi-structural information sources.
A possible solution to this problem could be to simply remove the presentation
related information and continue to use NLP techniques. The disadvantage of this
solution is that valuable information for the extraction task would be lost. The
problem of choppy sentence fragments would also still be present. It has also been
shown that the extraction task can be performed with very high accuracy using only
the semi-structural information, without the use of any NLP technique [4].
Web documents change rapidly, in both content and structure. To handle the
dynamic nature of the Web, it is necessary to have adaptive and easily developed
IE systems. A common task of web-based IE systems is to collect information
from a web site where the semi-structural information is more or less constant
and the content changes frequently. Thus, the IE system benefits from the use of
semi-structural information to complete the task. This is not possible with free text
information extraction, which lacks the kind of semi-structural information present
in Web pages.
The term wrapper has been given different definitions depending on the context. In the database community, it represents a software component that converts
data from one data model to another. In the Web context, it represents a software
component that converts information in a Web page to a structural format, e.g. into
a database. The latter corresponds to the preferred definition in this thesis. The
term wrapper represents an IE software component that takes semi-structured textual input and generates structured text as output. Automatic wrapper generation
and wrapper induction are terms that refer to the automatic construction of wrappers, for example using machine-learning techniques.
The performance of semi-structural IE systems (e.g. wrappers) is often measured differently than traditional systems. The precision and recall measure is typically very high and therefore not a useful measure of the system. Only systems
with 100% precision and recall are of interest for sources with significant amounts
of semi-structural information [5]. These systems are evaluated by their expressiveness and efficiency, which measures the coverage of the wrapper (percentage
of sources that have 100% precision and recall) and how easily the wrapper can be
adapted to new domains.
The development and adaptability of IE systems can be categorized in the three
different approaches described below. The knowledge engineering approach is the
traditional way to construct IE systems and the user-driven approach is novel and
2

still mostly a concept [6]. A truly user-driven IE system has the advantage of not
requiring a domain or computer expert to adapt to new domains and tasks. Without
the need for domain and computer experts, the availability and use of IE systems
can be increased significantly.
Knowledge Engineering This approach requires a domain expert who is able to
add extraction rules to the system. The difficulty of finding domain experts
who also have sufficient computer knowledge makes it difficult to adapt to
new domains.
Automatic Training The use of machine learning techniques can relax the requirement of computer knowledge for the domain expert and thus only require domain experts who can annotate documents for the domain. The system can automatically be trained using annotated documents. This makes
the job of adapting an IE system to a new domain easier, but it still requires
a significant amount of work to construct the training data for the system.
User-Driven IE UDIE differs from automatic training in that novice users rather
than domain experts shall be able construct an IE system without need of
large training sets. This makes it easy to adapt to new domains, although
more intelligence is required for the system and higher requirements of the
domain. For example, it may be necessary to have semi-structural documents
instead of free natural language texts.
One of the main topics in this thesis deals with the adaptivity of the navigation task for an IE system. The navigation task involves how to navigate through
the hypertext parse tree (or subset of that tree) from a given start point to desired
extraction points. The navigation can cover multiple linked pages, thus the task
defines which pages to download in addition to which nodes in the parse tree to
extract.
It would require a lot of work for the user to manually define and maintain the
path through the tree. It would be more efficient to require only a starting point and
a few examples of what to extract from the user and to then automatically locate
the optimal paths between the starting point and the extraction points. The level
of adaptivity of the navigation tasks depends on the amount of work and expertise
required for new domains and tasks. A high degree of adaptability is required to
make the IE system user-driven.
Specialized techniques are necessary to be able to let novice users construct
wrappers with few examples, handle complex structures such as nested and linked
lists, and handle the dynamics in the source documents. The learning algorithms
used in wrapper induction systems are seldom able to handle uncertainty or dynamic properties of the process. Furthermore, they use a character-based view of
documents, rather than a tree-view; thus, the patterns that are identified do not
take full advantage of the nodes and relationships between them. A tree-view of
3
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the documents and the links between them would possibly increase the use of the
existing structural information.
One approach to the problem is to view the corpus as a large tree where each
node represents an element in the document1 . The extraction process can then be
viewed as a Markov process where a decision is made for each node as to whether
it should be explored further and/or if it should be extracted. Since we do not have a
large amount of training data or ability to know in advance which node that should
be traversed, it would be appropriate to use reinforcement learning techniques to
create and maintain a decision policy. The Q-lambda learning [7] which is based
on traditional Q-learning and has the ability of off-line policy learning, does not
need to know the complete process model, and relatively quickly approaches the
optimal policy. These properties makes the algorithm suitable for the navigation
and extraction type process described above.
With this model of the process, a learning algorithm and an interactive user
interface during the learning phase, a new type of information extraction system
is proposed. Advantages should be that novice users would be able to extract information from semi-structured sources in an easy and efficient fashion. Another
feature to consider is to include an automatic re-calibration, i.e. re-training of navigation and extraction policy, if the structure dramatically changes.

1.1

Thesis Goals

The general IE task is an AI-complete problem. It would require full natural language understanding, something that we are far from being able to accomplish today. IE for limited domains and tasks does not require the same amount of knowledge and intelligence, and successful application of such IE systems exists today.
The overall goal of the work presented in this thesis is to improve knowledge
management techniques, more specifically in the context of intelligent automated
processing of information provided by World Wide Wed services. The following
list describes the goals in more detail:
• Propose an approach for a user-driven information extraction system in semistructural environments
• Suggest a suitable learning algorithm to handle the semi-structural information
• Find a way to handle the dynamic nature of the Web
• Implement a test-bed, or a prototype system
• Indicate future topics of research
1

4

The node actually represents only block-level HTML elements, not character-level elements.

1.2. THESIS OVERVIEW

1.2

Thesis Overview

Chapter two presents background information for topics related to the main content
of this thesis. The purpose is to “set the stage” for the rest of the thesis and show the
position in a number of questions. A substantial introduction is given to the agent
concept, which otherwise may not be as noticeable in the thesis but still central to
the ideas and developments for the project.
A description of the complete information extraction task that is in focus for
this thesis is given in chapter three. This chapter explains the different steps and
components of the task and their relationships to each other. The ASIE (Adaptive
Semi-structured IE) system that is used to evaluate the approach taken in this thesis
is presented in chapter four. This chapter is the most practically oriented part of
the thesis. It also describes the reinforcement learning algorithm that is used for
the navigation step of the extraction task. The extensions made to the algorithm
are also described and partly motivated in this chapter.
The implementation of the ASIE system is evaluated in chapter five. It describes the methodology used and details about experiments performed to put the
system to test. Results of the experiments are also included in this chapter. Related
work is described and compared to the approach in this thesis in chapter six.
The development of any powerful technique may be subject to abuse and possibly lead to undesired consequences. It is therefore important to consider the
positive as well as negative effects of the techniques presented in this thesis. An
introduction to ethics is given in chapter seven, together with ethical discussions of
possible negative effects.
The final chapter provides conclusions of the thesis, what its contributions and
limitations are, and identifies possible future work.

5
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Chapter 2

Background
This chapter provides background information for topics that are used in this thesis. The chapter starts with theoretical information about general topics such as
knowledge management and becomes more specific and practical at the end.

2.1

Knowledge Management

The major problem in the information society of today is how to handle the huge
amount of information that is available. Computer-aided techniques that can automatically find relevant information, perform intelligent analyzes, and provide
knowledge rather than information are becoming essential for everyday activities.
Knowledge Management (KM) tries to maximize the use of available knowledge in a system or organization. This implies that knowledge should be accessible, shared, reused, and embedded in the work context to increase the effectiveness
of the organization. The knowledge management process can be divided into the
following steps [8]:
• Knowledge Goals: Determine Goals for KM Activities
• Knowledge Identification: Create Overview of Available Knowledge
• Knowledge Structuring: Structuring and Integration of Knowledge
• Knowledge Capturing: Acquisition of Knowledge
• Knowledge Dissemination: Goal Oriented Dissemination of Knowledge
• Knowledge Usage: Productive Usage of Knowledge for the Company
• Knowledge Preservation: Storage and Maintenance of Knowledge
• Knowledge Assessment: Assessment of Current Knowledge and Compliance with Goals
7
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The term ”knowledge” is usually interpreted differently from ”information”
and ”data”. Data is just the bits or numbers without any defined meaning or context. Information is obtained by interpreting the data and thereby adding a semantic/meaning. For example, a message containing data in a defined syntax can be
given a defined meaning/semantic by declaring a language and ontology for the
message. The language together with ontologies gives the message semantics for
a specific domain of discourse. The information is often descriptive by nature and
describes events in the past. To have use of the information, it should also be
able to predict things about the future, i.e. the information becomes knowledge.
Knowledge can be thought of as a collection of information that is of use for the
organization and is therefore predictive in nature [9].

2.2

Information Retrieval

The area of Information Retrieval (IR) [10] has already reached high levels of sophistication and is used by a very large amount of users today. Services such as
AltaVista, Google, and Yahoo are known by most Internet users. The main advantage of this type of service is that it is able to handle generic domains and can cover
the entire the Web in a single system. However, it is not sufficient for all types of
questions or tasks that are needed. The lack of semantic understanding and ability
to compile a directly useful answer, i.e. provide knowledge, makes semantically
more difficult tasks not appropriate for this type of service.

2.3

Information Extraction

Information Extraction (IE) uses techniques different from Information Retrieval
to obtain a higher degree of knowledge from textual information sources [3]. The
basic IE system consists of a set of predefined templates containing a set of namevalue pairs that are used to extract information from the corpus. The information
obtained is structured and relatively easy to analyze to provide directly useful information. The disadvantage is that the templates are typically domain-specific;
thus making an IE system less generic than a typical IR system.
Common approaches in IE consist of using statistical and linguistic knowledge
to be able to find syntactical patterns that match the set of templates in the system.
The use of resources such as WordNet [11] can give more semantically driven
approaches by considering the underlying concepts and their relationships instead
of the syntactical patterns.

2.4

Semantic Web

The task of IE would be greatly simplified if more semantics were included in
the source documents. The documents on the Web today are primarily targeted
8
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towards humans and not towards machines. The amount of background knowledge
in humans makes it unnecessary to “tag” the information with semantic clues, it
is sufficient with the content and information about how to present it. Machines
of today require more information; they cannot interpret the complex meaning of
natural language text or the “semi-structural” information1 that is available on the
Web. The Semantic Web initiative [12] tries to define how to include semantic
clues in the document so that machines in the future will be able to interpret the
information effectively.
One of the applications of IE in the future will be to translate existing documents automatically or semi-automatically into semantically enriched documents.
Given that this semantic information is present, information retrieval systems could
be greatly enhanced to provide services that are more intelligent.

2.5

Semi-structured IE

A problem with the IE techniques of today is that they are mostly targeted for
natural language text, i.e. unstructured text. If more structural information such as
tables or lists is present in the document, the system will often fail to employ the
linguistic and statistical methods. The term “semi-structured” refers to information
that contains more structural information than natural language text, but not as
structured as in relational or object-oriented databases. Semi-structured documents
may have an irregular structure that does not adhere to any predefined schema.
One of the main conferences for IE, the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC),
focuses mainly on the ability to handle natural language text rather than semistructural text. Many tasks and questions relevant for the user and suitable for IE
deal with information that is presented in tabular format, e.g. price of products,
schedule of events, and personnel lists.
The task of extracting information from semi-structured sources is not as difficult as extracting information from natural language text. There are more clues,
i.e. the structure, to guide the process to the right extraction points. However, some
of the common IE techniques such as linguistic rules become less useful and new
techniques are needed to handle the structural information.
A large number of applications that work with this kind of task already exist
today , e.g. a number of “shopping sites” that extract information about certain
types of products from different retailers and compare them with each other to find
the best retailer. The Buyer’s Guide [13] is an example of such a site that works in
the computer products domain in Sweden.
The current approach used in these applications is to use some kind of “knowledge engineering” approach, i.e. a domain expert constructs a set of extraction
rules. This makes it difficult to construct and maintain the system. It would be better if the system itself could construct the rules and handle changes in the source
1
Semi-structural in this context refers to the natural language text combined with information
about how to present it

9
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documents that might occur in the future. This suggests that a machine-learning
approach would be appropriate.
There are a number of approaches to the task of automated template construction. The basic architecture of these systems consists of an IR module that selects
relevant documents from a given corpus and another module that creates templates
based on the objects/concepts that interact and their relationships and properties
[14]. These systems primarily work with natural language text. The area of wrapper induction typically deals with automated construction of wrappers [5], i.e. templates for semi-structured documents. The basic approach consists of a variation
of Head-Left-Right-Tail (HLRT) identification in the documents, i.e. to find the
extraction points for some kind of list of items.

2.6

Agent-Oriented Development

The system described in this thesis (see chapter 4 on page 35) has been developed
based on agent-oriented ideas. The use of agent-oriented design makes complex
systems more robust and provides an intuitive view of the system. The main distinction between agents and non-agents is in our expectations and our point of view.
Just as some algorithms can be more easily expressed and understood in an objectoriented representation than in a procedural one, so it may be easier for developers
and users to interpret the behavior of their programs in terms of agents.

2.6.1

The Agent Concept

The initial meaning of an agent, originated by J. McCarthy in the mid-1950’s and
coined by O. Selfridge a few years later, was a system that given a goal could perform appropriate actions and that asks for advice when necessary. However, the
term has later been used for a variety of purposes. Various definitions have been
used such as “something acting on behalf of someone else”, “serving as a mediating role between humans and computer software”, “anything that can be viewed
as perceiving its environment through sensors and acting upon that environment
through effects”, or simply a software entity that executes in the background or is
scheduled to run later. These definitions are quite general and can be interpreted to
allow anything be an agent.
A popular understanding in the web community of the term agent in recent
years is that of a service that collects information from different web sites and
presents a compiled result, e.g. an Internet shopping agent. These services could
more appropriately be called information agents or wrappers. The term agent
should be given a general definition that describes the characteristics of the entity in question rather than a specific task or environment where the entity resides.
A preferred definition from Jennings [15] states:
An agent is an encapsulated computer system situated in some environment and capable of reactive, proactive, and autonomous action in
10
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that environment in order to meet its design objectives.
This definition is specific for software agents, i.e. computer systems, but it
captures the most important properties that differentiate an agent from a non-agent.
More information about such properties is given in chapter 2.6.3.

2.6.2

Agent-Oriented Programming

The concept of agent-oriented programming, as presented in the ground-breaking
paper written by Shoham in 1993 [16], introduces a new language paradigm2 . A
substantial amount of work has been carried out since then trying to complete a
formalism for intelligent agents. Shoham’s view of a software agent consists of
mental components such as beliefs, capabilities, choices, and commitments, i.e.
software with mental states.
An agent according to Shoham is an entity whose state is viewed as consisting
of mental components, i.e. it is the view of the entity rather than the entity itself
that makes it an agent or not. This view can be applied to small and well-known
systems such as thermostats, but it is most useful when applied to complex systems
that are largely unknown in structure. This can be illustrated through the lightswitch example [17]:
It is perfectly coherent to treat a light switch as a (very cooperative)
agent with the capability of transmitting current at will, that invariably transmits current when it “believes” that we want it transmitted
and not otherwise; flicking the switch is simply our way of communicating our desires. However, while this is a coherent view, it does
not buy us anything, since we essentially understand the mechanism
sufficiently to have a simpler, mechanistic description of its behavior.
In contrast, we do not have equally good knowledge of the operation
of complex systems such robots, people, and, arguably, operating systems. In these cases it is often most convenient to employ mental
terminology.
Agent-Oriented Programming (AOP) can also be seen as a specialization of
the Object-Orientation Programming (OOP) paradigm where the object’s (or rather
the agent’s) states have been fixed to a set of mental states. A new programming
language called Agent-0 [18] defines language constructs for mental components
such as belief, capability, obligation, and commitment. The control loop of an
Agent-0 program starts with gathering incoming messages and updates the mental
state, and then executes commitments using the capabilities.
Agent-0 should not be seen as a complete ready-to-use language, but as a base
for other languages. However, few actual useful languages have been developed
2

The AOP term was actually coined in 1989 by Shoham
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that fulfill the promise of AOP. Agent frameworks based on traditional programming languages have now reached a higher level of usefulness and have become
more popular (see section 2.6.7). This definition of agent-orientation that only addresses the view of a system helps in understanding how a system works but may
be of little guidance when designing a system. A definition should also provide details about how a system should be designed to be agent-oriented, such as Jennings’
definition.

2.6.3

Agent Properties

Agents can be classified by different properties such as the environment they live in,
type of task they perform, or their architecture. For example, an information agent
can be designed to operate in the Web environment dealing mainly with textual
information. It should also be noted that the term agent represents more than just
software agents, e.g. humans are also agents. Figure 2.1 shows some examples of
different types of agents.
Autonomous
Agents

Biological
Agents

Robotic
Agents

Task-specific
Agents

Software
Agents

Entertainment
Agents

Information
Agents

Figure 2.1: Agent Taxonomy (modified from Franklin and Graesser [19])
There are no sharp lines between what an agent is and what is not an agent.
The set of properties listed in table 2.1 represents certain features that separate
agents from non-agents, but it is not always possible to give an absolute answer
as to whether a specific property applies or not for an entity. These properties do
however show in an informal way what constitutes an agent.
The following simple example can be used to understand these properties. Consider the difference between a football and a football (soccer) player. The player
is obviously an agent and the football is not. The player has reactivity since he/she
operates in an environment where he/she can sense input such as vision and audio
and he/she can act by muscular power in a timely fashion to reach the goal. The
football can neither sense nor act in the environment. The player has autonomy
since he/she can change his/her internal state, the football has not. Similar arguments can be made for the rest of the properties. Mobility, the last property, does
12
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not apply to this example since it does not deal with a computer environment.
It should be noted that it is not necessary to fulfill all these properties to be
called an agent and it can be difficult to give a definitive yes or no answer to
whether an agent possesses a certain property. Few existing software agents have
for example real deliberative capabilities. Service agents that do not interact with
human users have no need for a human-like personality interface. One of the most
important properties that separate agents from non-agents is that of autonomy. A
software entity that is completely dependent on someone else to reach the goal,
e.g. requires human input, should not be called an agent. However, it is of course
allowed and often appropriate for an agent to ask for assistance, but without being
completely dependent on the answer.

2.6.4

Agent Architectures

The deliberative and reactive properties previously described also show two classical types of agents. A classical deliberative agent contains an explicitly represented
symbolic model of the world, where decisions are made via logical reasoning and
theorem proving [21]. Two main challenges with this approach are how to translate
the real world into an accurate, useful symbolic description and how to represent
and reason with that symbolic information. Techniques such as vision, speech understanding, learning, commonsense reasoning, and automated reasoning need to
be solved to be able to use this approach effectively. Current techniques are far
from complete in these areas.
A reactive architecture contains no symbolic model of the world; it is much
simpler in terms of the computation that they need to perform. Some researchers
say that most everyday tasks are ”routine” in the sense that they require little, if
any, new abstract reasoning [22]. Most tasks, once learned, can be accomplished
in a routine way with little variation. These routines could be encoded into a lowlevel structure that only needs periodic updating. Agents may have both a reactive
and deliberative behavior and perform quick actions for some events and plan for
more long-term actions to be performed later. This is called hybrid architecture.
An early example of a deliberative architecture is the STRIPS planning system
[23]. This system takes a symbolic description of the world, a desired goal state,
and a set of action descriptions that characterize the pre- and post-conditions associated with various actions. It then attempts to find a sequence of actions that will
achieve the goal, by using simple means-ends analysis, which essentially involves
matching the post-conditions of actions to the desired goal. These very simple
methods where shown to be ineffective on problems of even moderate complexity. Even with refinements to this method, theoretical results have been shown that
indicate that these techniques will turn out to be unusable in any time-constrained
system [24]. These results have had a profound influence on subsequent AI planning research and caused researchers to question the whole symbolic AI paradigm.
The mental categories beliefs, desires and intentions (BDI) can be used to describe the internal processing of a deliberative agent. This BDI architecture has
13
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Table 2.1: Agent Properties (adapted from Bradshaw [20])
Reactivity the ability to selectively sense and act in a timely fashion
Autonomy have control over their own internal states and behavior
Goal Directedness the ability to fulfill given objectives, without being told how
to fulfill them
Pro Activeness self-starting behavior, ability to initiate actions
Collaborative Behavior can work together with other agents to achieve a common goal
Knowledge Level the ability to communicate with persons and other agents
with languages resembling human-like ”speech acts” different from typical
symbol-level program-to-program protocols
Deliberative the ability to plan a sequence of actions to reach the goal; to be able
to reason about the utility of the actions, perhaps using a symbolic model of
the environment
Temporal Continuity persistence of identity and state over long periods of time
Personality the capability of manifesting the attributes of a human-believable
character such as emotion
Adaptivity being able to learn and increase performance with experience
Mobility being able to migrate in a self-directed way from one host platform to
another.
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initialize();
while (true) {
options = optionGenerator(eventQueue);
selectedOptions = deliberate(options);
updateIntentions(selectedOptions);
execute();
getNewExternalEvents();
dropSuccessfulAttitudes();
dropImpossibleAttitudes();
}

Figure 2.2: Abstract BDI Interpreter
become a popular model in the design of agents and been used since Bratman et al
in 1987 [25]. A sample of an abstract BDI interpreter can be seen in figure 2.2 that
gives a basic understanding of the process of a BDI agent [26].
Beliefs are usually modeled using possible-world semantics where a set of possible worlds is associated with each situation. The set of beliefs are dynamic and
depend on sensory input from the world. The desires of an agent specify what
preferences the agent has. The desires need not be consistent with what the agent
believes to be possible, it can be a set of preferred future world states or courses
of action. The goals of an agent are a subset of desires that are currently possible
and can be used to define what options an agent currently has. The term strong
realism refers to the goals also being a strict subset of the beliefs. The intentions
of an agent are the subset of goals that the agent has the intention to perform. The
agent can seldom perform all goals, even if they were consistent, due to resource
limitations. This process of selection of goals/actions to perform is called the formulation of intentions. The plans of an agent consist of a sequence of intentions to
achieve a higher goal, thus an intention can be seen as a partial plan.
A popular architecture for hybrid agents, i.e. agent with both reactive and
deliberative capabilities, is the Reactive Action Packages (RAP) architecture [27].
This architecture consists of the three layers planning, executor and controller, see
figure 2.3. This model of three layers is very characteristic for hybrid agents.
The planning layer manages the deliberative tasks such as planning and produces sketchy plans for achieving goals using internal knowledge about the world
and a plan library. The executor fills in with details in the plans when they are about
to be executed. The executor is also able to detect failure and to select alternative
plans to achieve the goal. It is also able to provide primitive actions to the planner.
The controller provides sensing routines that give information about the world
to the executor and behavior routines that handle the reactive nature of the agent.
The behavior routines handle things like collision detection that need to be dealt
with in a timely fashion. Firby also focused on the interface between continuous
and symbolic robot control, i.e. how to turn symbolic actions into continuous processes. The planning layer deals with the symbolic representation of the world
15
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Planner

Executor

Controller
Sensor Effector
Figure 2.3: The RAP’s Architecture
and the executor turns the symbolic and discrete actions into a sequence of continuous processes. This architecture does not include interaction with other agents,
something that is required in the strong notion of an agent. There are extensions
to this architecture, such as InterRAP [26], that extends the model with an additional cooperation layer that can generate plans that satisfy multiple agents and add
inter-agent communication capabilities.

2.6.5

Agent Design

The agent-oriented paradigm is of particular use when designing complex systems.
To be able to handle these complex systems effectively, they need to be decomposed into smaller sub-systems, organized to find appropriate relationships, and
abstracted to find a suitable level of relevant details [28]. As seen in figure 2.4,
complex systems can often be organized into a hierarchy that consists of subsystems at different levels of abstraction. It is typical for these sub-systems to
interact highly within themselves and only rarely with other sub-systems.

Figure 2.4: Relationships in Complex Systems [28]
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The development of a system can be handled more effectively if the designer
can focus at smaller sub-systems separately, i.e. the system needs to be decomposed. Complex systems can typically be decomposed into smaller parts that interact mainly with itself and only rarely with other sub-systems. This makes it
possible to handle each sub-system separately as an autonomous and flexible unit.
A sub-system works together with related sub-systems to reach the goal of the parent system. This motivates the choice to decompose a system by considering the
goals or function they provide, rather than the data they provide as in traditional
OO. Current trends in software engineering also motivate the design of proactive
and autonomous entities [28, 29], i.e. agents with their own thread of control able
to reach their goal and deal with unknown situations.
The abstraction of a system provides an intuitive model where the designer
can focus on the relevant properties. The decomposition into sub-systems of different abstraction level is one way to abstract that is already motivated above. The
interaction between sub-systems can also be abstracted as high-level social interactions, which is a natural way to view communication. The method-invocation type
of communication can be difficult to use for complex systems. It removes the autonomy of the entities and requires the caller to consider not only failures for itself
but also failures for the responder and all actions that it will perform. An agentoriented approach using speech-act based communication protects the autonomy
of the entities and allows entities to communicate using standardized protocols and
languages (see chapter 2.6.6).
As seen in figure 2.4 above, a number of relationships at different levels of
abstraction exist in complex systems. These relationships can be of different types
such as part-of, type-of, client-server, peer, and team relationships. It is also possible that these relationships are dynamic, i.e. they change over time. The traditional
class structures used in OO design provides little support for representing these
types of relationships in an intuitive fashion. Agent-oriented frameworks such as
JADE (see section 2.6.7) allow these relationships to be represented as behaviors
implementing interaction protocols as defined by FIPA [30]. It is therefore possible
to handle dynamic relationships of different types in an intuitive fashion.

2.6.6

Agent Communication

The ability to inter-operate and reuse software components is central to software
engineering. This requires a way of interacting and communicating between the
components. The use of method invocation as used in traditional object-orientation
is limited to communication only between other components written in the same
programming language and platform. Component-based communication, e.g.
CORBA, COM, and JavaBeans, increases the ability to communicate to other
components by introducing a standardized interface that makes it independent of
the programming language used to implement the component. Agent-oriented
high-level communication based on standardized protocols allows communication
independent of programming language, platform, or network protocol. However,
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this requires well-accepted agent communication language standards, something
that has not yet been achieved [31].
Another problem with method-invocation communication is the lack of semantics included in the messages. The meaning and reason for the invocation
is not clear from the invocation itself and thus an increased responsibility is placed
on the designer to consider the effects of an invocation. Agent communication
typically consists of speech-act based messages that stand a level above methodinvocation communication. This does not replace existing techniques such as RMI
or CORBA; they are still used during agent communication at a lower level and it
is hidden from the designer. The use of specific content languages and ontologies
in agent communication allows messages to contain a higher level of semantics and
thus increase the ability to communicate with other agents.
The two major classical agent communication languages (ACLs) are KQML
[32] and FIPA ACL [33]. According to the authors of KQML, agent communication languages should exhibit properties such as declarative form, separate content
language and message language, clear semantics, efficient implementation, and
be independent of network transport mechanism[32]. An ACL message typically
consists of three abstraction layers as seen in figure 2.5.

CONTENT

Agent 1

COMMUNICATION

Agent 2

MESSAGE

Figure 2.5: ACL Message Format
The highest layer, the content layer, contains the actual meaning/purpose of the
message. This content is encoded by specified language and uses a vocabulary that
is specified by the ontology. The ontology specifies available concepts and relationships between these concepts. For example, if an agent is talking to other agents
about a shopping domain, the ontology could contain concepts such as vendor,
customer, products, price, order and rules for how propositions can be constructed
with these concepts. The language specifies how to encode these propositions into
a single serial digital unit, e.g. LISP or XML syntax is often used. It is important
to have a clear semantic in the message to avoid incorrect interpretations by other
agents. This will increase the ability to talk to agents that have been designed by
other persons and organizations.
The communication layer adds information to the message such as the sender
and receiver name for the message. The low-level message layer specifies which
network protocol to use and how to encode the message before transmitting it. It
also adds information about which language is used in the content of the message,
which ontology to use, and which performative (speech act) is used. See figure 2.6
for an example of a KQML message.
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(ask-one
:sender joe
:content (PRICE IBM ?price)
:receiver stock-server
:reply-with ibm-stock
:language LPROLOG
:ontology NYSE-TICKS)
(tell
:sender stock-server
:content (PRICE IBM 14)
:receiver joe
:in-reply-to ibm-stock
:language LPROLOG
:ontology NYSE-TICKS)

Figure 2.6: KQML Message Example [34]

The ACL developed by FIPA is similar to KQML in most aspects. The main
difference is the semantics of the speech acts [34]. Therefore, it is not possible
to match exactly the acts from KQML to FIPA ACL and vice versa. FIPA ACL
use a content language called Semantic Language (SL) (as opposed to the KIF
language commonly used in KQML) that is a form of multi-model logic with modal
operators for beliefs, desires, uncertain beliefs, and intentions. FIPA agents need to
have some understanding of this language to process ACL messages. However, by
using frameworks such as JADE, most of this processing is handled automatically
and hidden from the designer.
The XML language is proposed as a standard that shall make machine-readable documents by providing a clean and formal design. It should be noted that
XML provides a low level syntactic standard that makes the documents machinereadable, not machine-understandable. Despite the presence of DTDs and XML
Schemas that describe the XML document structure, this only describes the grammar for the document and not the semantics of the document. In addition, an XML
document does not have to conform to a given DTD or XML Schema, the only
requirement is that the document is well-formed. In practice, XML is being used
as serialization syntax for other markup languages, as a data-exchange format for
computer applications, and as content markup language for Web pages with a connecting XML style sheet to transform the document to suitable presentation format.
The Resource Definition Framework (RDF) [35] is a proposed standard for
metadata, i.e. descriptions for resources on the Web, although it is not limited to
only working with Web resources. The goal is to make machine-understandable
documents by providing a higher level of semantics than present in for example
XML documents. The basic structure of an RDF document is a set of triples
where each triple consists of an object, an attribute, and a value. The triple is
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normally written as A(O,V), for example hasPrice(’http://www.books.
org/ISBN0012315866’, ’$62’). This is actually all that is defined in the
RDF model, i.e. the model itself is domain independent and does not place any
restrictions on the names of the objects or attributes used. The RDF model does
not specify any mechanism for reasoning; it can be characterized as a simple frame
system, which can be used as a base for a reasoning system. The serialization syntax of RDF documents is proposed to be XML documents, but other formats are
also possible.
RDF Schemas can be used to define a particular vocabulary that should be used
for RDF attributes and it allows the specification of the kinds of object to which
these attributes may be applied. This is similar to how XML Schemas define the
vocabulary and rules for elements and attributes that should be used in XML documents. For example, two crucial RDF Schema constructions are subClassOf and
subPropertyOf that define a hierarchical organization of types (classes) of objects
and a hierarchical organization of properties of objects. Furthermore, constraints
on properties can be specified using domain and range constructs.
The use of RDF and RDF Schemas for communication between agents and
gain a semantic inter-operability has significant advantages over XML due to the
entity-relationship model (which is a natural way of describing a domain) that
is used in RDF documents instead of an arbitrary grammar defined in an XML
Schema. Of course, this does not solve the general problem of finding semanticpreserving mappings between objects. However, the usage of RDF for data interchange raises the level of potential reuse much beyond parser reuse, which is all
that one would obtain from using plain XML.
DARPA Agent Markup Language (DAML) is a part of the DAML program
with the goal of creating technologies that will enable software agents to dynamically identify and understand information sources, and to provide inter-operability
between agents in a semantic manner [36]. Besides creating an agent language,
the program contains tasks to create tools that embed DAML markup in web pages
and similar documents. Internet markup languages must move towards making
semantic entities and markup. DAML will be a semantic language that ties the
information on a page to machine-readable semantics.
A first draft release for the ontology core of the DAML language was released
in October 2000. The draft defines classes, subclasses, properties and a set of
restriction theorems. No explicit inference rules are included yet. The language
core was developed by a group of researchers from MIT. A number of people
joined the group later, including representatives from the OIL effort [37], the SHOE
project [38], and the KIF work [39]. Recently, research groups from Europe have
also joined the DAML effort, including Blekinge Institute of Technology, Sweden.
DAML-ONT markup (and later DAML+OIL [40]) is a specific kind of RDF
markup, which in turn is written in XML using XML Namespaces and URIs. A
DAML-ONT document consists of an Ontology root element, elements with meta
information such as version and comments, elements for defining classes, subclass
of, disjoint of class, and elements for defining properties, unique properties, unam20
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biguous properties, sub properties, equivalent to, inverse of, transitive relation, and
more. The expressiveness of DAML+OIL is significantly higher than the expressiveness of RDF.

2.6.7

Agent Frameworks

The development of agent systems is a complicated process that needs various tools
and platforms to be efficient. A number of frameworks exist today that support
building agent-systems. They provide features such as class libraries for development support, platforms for executing agents, and services to manage the agents.
A large collection of links to different agent frameworks and other resources can
be found at the AgentWeb, MultiAgent and AgentLink sites [41, 42, 43].
This chapter will give a short description of JADE that is the framework used
in the system described in this thesis. A short introduction to the Via framework
and other related techniques are also given for comparison.
Java Agent Development Framework (JADE) [44] assists in the development
and execution of multi-agent systems. One of the main advantages of JADE is the
comprehensive support of the FIPA specifications [30], especially in agent communication. It is ironic that although agents are supposed to increase the ability to
communicate with other systems, a well accepted standard for agent communication does not exist [31]. The support of FIPA standards is therefore significant. The
framework provides a class library for developing agents, a platform for execution
of agents that includes white- and yellow page services, and a message transport
and parsing service. The agent communication language is the FIPA ACL that
is very similar to the widely known KQML language. It also supports using and
building ontologies to support increased semantics in the agent communication.
JADE is available for free download [45] under the LGPL license.
The JADE framework can also be combined with JESS and the Protege toolkits
to provide support for agents with deliberate capabilities [46]. JESS is a Javabased rule engine that supports reasoning with declarative rules. Knowledge can
be added and edited with the Protege tool that provides a graphical interface for
editing ontologies and knowledge-bases.
The Via system [47] is a commercial software product that provides a framework for developing agents. It contains an API for building agents, a toolkit of
multiple communication and network services, built-in user-tracking features, an
agent server, and an easy-to-use graphical client interface. The system is built
entirely in Java; allowing agents to operate on any platform with a Java virtual
machine.
The graphical client interface allows novice users to manage available (i.e. already developed) agents in the server and the server loads and unloads agents from
RAM when needed to optimize server resources. The actual agents normally consist of three parts: the agent, stimulus tasks, and action tasks. These parts have
their own thread of execution and can do their job at the appropriate time. The
stimulus tasks can be seen as the sensor of the agent that obtains information for
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the agent. The action tasks can be seen as the effectors that perform some action
in the environment. The Via system comes with a number of ready-to-use stimulus
and actions that help the developer in the process of designing an agent.
The development of agents is very similar (syntactically) to the development
of Java applets. The ViaAgent interface is inherited instead of the Applet interface,
and similar methods such as start() and stop() are implemented. The developer
chooses certain properties that are exposed to the user, e.g. an email address that
will receive some notification when the agent wants to inform the user. The user of
the agent can modify these properties with the graphical client interface. The package comes with a number of examples of simple agents, e.g. LoginWatcherAgent
that notifies the user when users log in and out of a UNIX server. The system is free
for educational purposes and can be obtained through Kinetoscope’s homepage.
A related technique that shows much promise in becoming a popular way of
interacting over the Internet is Web Services. A Web Service uses a set of XMLbased languages to locate and communicate with other systems in traditional lowlevel method-invocation style. Support for building Web Services exists for most
programming languages and platforms, including Java. Microsoft’s .NET initiative
[48] even provides new programming languages that have intrinsic support for Web
Services, which makes the development of Web Services very efficient and intuitive. The main advantage of Web Services is the ease of development and use of
W3C standardized XML-based languages. There is however no support for highlevel declarative communication as in agent communication. The use of high-level
speech-based agent communication is possible with Web Services as a lower layer;
thus, they can complement each other to increase the inter-operability further.

2.7

The Buyer’s Guide System

The interest in information extraction and the work for this thesis began with the
development of the shopping agent site called “The Buyer’s Guide” [13]. The
purpose of that site is to guide and assist consumers of computer products in their
purchase. It collects information about computer products from different retailers
and compiles “tracks” a list of where to find and buy the best products. It is also
possible to execute advanced queries to find appropriate products.
The motivation for constructing this web site back in 1997 was that no similar
service existed at that time and it was very difficult to manually compare computer
products from different retailers. The site has now been running for about 5 years,
it collects information from about 40-50 retailers, has about 1 million page hits per
month, and has been voted in the top 100 web sites in Sweden for the last four
years by Internetworld. The following section gives a brief overview of the system
and what problems that have been experienced administrating the service.
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2.7.1

System Architecture

The information about computer products is extracted from the retailers’ homepage. The retailer does not have to construct or change anything on the web site;
the same pages as used by normal visitors are used. Figure 2.7 gives an overview
of the main components of the system. The agents work independently of the web
site and update information in a database. The information stored in the database
can subsequently be used by other agents to analyze the information further and to
present information in the web site.
WEB
SITE

USERS

DB

RETAILERS

AGENTS

Figure 2.7: TBG Architecture

2.7.2

Extraction Approach

The technique used by the agents to extract information has basically been built
using a knowledge engineering approach. A set of heuristic rules has been constructed that allows an agent to start on a given page and navigate through the
retailer’s site to find pages that contain different product categories. The information about computer products are normally classified into different categories
by the retailers and the information about the assigned category is valuable to the
agent. Figure 2.8 gives an overview of the extraction agent process.
One of the more important tasks of the extraction agents in the site is to classify
the products into a common taxonomy. Thus, all the products from the retailers
shall be classified into a common taxonomy even if the taxonomy used by the
retailers differs substantially.
The information about product category, manufacturer, retailer, price range and
the description of the product is used to be able to identify identical products from
the retailers. The technique used to find identical products is again based on knowledge engineering heuristic rules.

2.7.3

Extraction Problems

One of the first problems that occurs with the agents in the system is how to locate
the wanted information in the site. A specific agent is developed for each retailer.
The addition of a new retailer involves starting with a generic agent and adding
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Figure 2.8: TBG Agent Flowchart
some retailer specific details to that agent. These details involve rules for how to
navigate through the site and how to classify the products.
The rules used to navigate the retailers’ site basically consist of Perl 5 regular
expressions. By combining use of common and specific rules for the retailers and
the power of regular expressions, the time required to add a new retailer is quite
short. However, the development of these rules requires significant experience and
knowledge in regular expression and programming.
The static nature of these rules also presents a problem when the structure of
the retailer’s web site is changed. The rules are made as generic as possible to
allow for some changes in the web site, but they fail to work if the structure of the
web site undergoes significant modifications.
One of the agents has the task of analyzing the information gathered by the
extraction agents and identifying identical products. The detailed information that
has been provided by the extraction agents, i.e. slots such as price, manufacturer,
model, size and speed of the product, makes this task significantly easier than a
pure natural language approach of the description of the product. This indicates
the need for an intelligent extraction process. The rules for product identification
are however static as well and it would be useful if they could handle the dynamics
of the product information. For example, the prices of computer memory change
rapidly and could decrease to 20% of the original price in as little as one month.

2.7.4

Conclusions

Even though the extraction rules work quite well, they do require significant knowledge to develop. If information extraction is to reach a similar level of coverage
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as information retrieval, novice users must be able to adapt and create extraction
services for new domains. This indicates the need for user-driven and intelligent
extraction systems.
The system must also be able to handle the dynamic nature of the Web. As experienced with this service, it is common that retailers change the structure of their
web site and the system must at least be able to handle small structural changes.
The use of artificial intelligence techniques in tasks such as product identification is essential and very effective, e.g. use of Bayesian networks to classify and
identify products. Product identification would however be very difficult to perform without intelligent extraction techniques that provide sufficient information
to work with.
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The Extraction Task
The need for efficient knowledge management tools is essential for the everyday
activities of today and the need will continue to increase with the amount and flow
of available information. Information Extraction is a type of knowledge management tool that given a set of slots, i.e. fields can be filled with specific information,
produces a result set where these slots are filled with appropriate information from
given documents. The resulting information is highly structured and can be easily
analyzed by users of the system.
Information extraction can be used for different types of source documents and
tasks. Chapter 3.1 describes the type of system that is the focus of this thesis.
A system that performs this type of information extraction can be divided into
different modes or stages such as a training mode and an extraction mode. Chapter
3.2 describes how such a system can be divided into different modes. The type of
source documents that are the focus of this thesis need a model of how to represent
the content of these documents. Chapter 3.3 describes how such a model can be
designed and why it is appropriate for this type of extraction task.
One of the major parts of the extraction task that has been examined for this
thesis is the navigation step. The navigation step involves how to find the optimal
path from a given starting point to the desired extraction points. Chapter 3.4 describes what that step involves and how to handle it. A problem that occurs for
this type of extraction task is how to manage the dynamic nature of the Web and
specifically how to handle structural changes. Finally, to let the system be able to
handle more complex extraction tasks and to be less dependent on structural information, additional techniques need to be implemented. Chapter 3.5 introduces the
problem.

3.1

Extraction Task Types

The type of information extraction system that is the focus of this thesis is systems that deal with semi-structural documents, i.e. documents that contain more
structural information than natural text but not as structured as in, for example,
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relational or object-oriented databases. Such databases have a pre-defined schema
to which the data must conform. Semi-structured documents may have missing or
additional information, i.e. have an irregular structure that does not conform to a
predefined schema. The main type of application for semi-structured IE is intelligent information agents that surf the World Wide Web and take advantage of the
semi-structural information in HTML documents.
This type of extraction system can be designed for specific domains by programmers that posses skills in programming and have knowledge of the domain of
discourse. It would be useful to have general-purpose extraction systems that can
handle any domain, similar to how information retrieval systems like Google and
AltaVista can handle nearly the entire Internet. However, the current state of the art
in the information extraction area is not able to handle such wide domains. Since it
would be too resource demanding to have programmers design extraction tools for
every domain, it is necessary to allow users without programming skills to design
or at least adapt systems to new domains. The term “user-driven information extraction” (UDIE) [49] refers to this type of system that allows users without expert
skills to efficiently adapt and use such systems.
Information extraction systems that deal with natural language text have reached high levels of performance with the use of linguistic techniques such as partof-speech tagging, named-entity taggers, co-reference analysis, and word sense
disambiguation. Additional improvements can be achieved with shallow semantic
analysis such as using WordNet to find synonyms and being able to merge similar
appositives.
The additional structural information that exists in semi-structural documents
provides a significant amount of knowledge of how to locate the wanted pieces
of information for the extraction task. For some tasks, the structural information
is sufficient by itself to complete the extraction task successfully without additional linguistic or semantic knowledge, e.g. extraction of news headlines from
CNN’s web site [4]. The linguistic techniques used in many natural language extraction systems unfortunately do not work as well in semi-structural documents.
The text is often less grammatically correct and contains mostly choppy sentence
fragments [4]. Therefore, the structural information becomes even more important
when working with semi-structural documents.
For semi-structural extraction tasks, it is common that a set of documents are
used repeatedly that have the same structure as in previous extraction. For example,
when extracting news headlines from CNN’s web site, the page structure remains
constant over time and the textual content varies. It is therefore possible to reuse
knowledge about how to extract information from previous extractions. Hence, the
structural information provides crucial knowledge for the extraction task and the
system can be effectively trained to extract information from certain domains using
that information.
The advantage of using machine-learning techniques, as opposed to traditional
knowledge-engineering methods, is that less work is required of the programmer.
Thus, the system becomes more user-driven. The use of supervised learning tech28
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niques to train extraction agents, such as in ShopBot [50] and Webfoot+CRYSTAL
[4, 51], may still require a lot of work from a domain expert to produce a sufficient
training set for each domain. By using reinforcement learning techniques, the extraction agent is able to learn from its own experience when interacting with the
environment; thus reducing the amount of work from a domain expert to produce
a large training set.

3.2

System Modes

It is possible to identify at least the following three different stages, or modes, of
the extraction process. First, the system needs to be trained to extract the information. Second, the system must extract the information. Third and finally, the
system can answer questions from the user. If the system is truly user-driven, a
user without expert skills should be able to handle all of these stages. Figure 3.1
shows an example of the relationships between the different stages (or modes) of
an extraction system.
1. TRAINING MODE
Obtain
documents

Obtain initial
user input

2. EXTRACTION MODE
Obtain
documents

Extract
information

Analyze
and train

Obtain user
feeback

No
Successful
extraction

Yes

Update

3. QUERY MODE
Obtain user
question

Interpret
question

Search the
KB

Present
results

Figure 3.1: Extraction System Modes

3.2.1

The Training Mode

During the training mode, the agent finds an optimal decision policy to be able
to extract wanted information. The process is initiated by giving essential user
input such as the address where to start looking for information and a few examples of wanted information pieces. Given the starting address, the agent is able
to download the initial document and start analyzing its contents. Given that the
environment is hypertext documents, e.g. Web pages, the documents may contain
links t other documents. If the agent during its training decides to examine the
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child nodes of the link, it has to download these additional documents as well and
analyze their content.
The exploration of the hypertext tree1 may continue until a maximum depth
of the tree has been reached or until no further documents are downloaded and
analyzed. Additional details of how this navigation step works is given in section
3.4.
The navigation step alone is rarely sufficient to complete the extraction task,
but it provides one useful step in the process that exploits the structural information
available in semi-structural documents. If sufficient semi-structural information is
present in the documents, none or only a small amount of extra work is needed to
complete the extraction process.
There may also be a final step in the training mode where the user can examine
the results of the training and give additional feedback. If insufficient user input
was given at the start of the training, the user can provide additional examples of
wanted information pieces and reject some information pieces that were suggested
by the agent.

3.2.2

The Extraction Mode

When the agent has been trained to extract the information, it may start to execute
the actual extraction of information. Remember that the typical semi-structured
extraction task consists of a source of information where the structure remains
mostly constant and where the content changes over time.
The extraction mode is similar to the training mode. It starts by downloading the initial document and analyzing its content. However, the agent no longer
explores unknown paths of the hypertree as done during training. It exploits the
knowledge stored in its decision policy to find the optimal path to the extraction
points. The extraction mode is finished when no additional extraction points exist.
The extracted information is either returned to the user or stored in a knowledge
base where it can be further analyzed.
The navigation step alone may not be sufficient if the extraction task becomes
more complex. It is often necessary to postprocess the text, for example, to remove
remaining HTML elements. Other IE components such as named entity recognition, part-of-speech tagging, co reference resolution, and use of semantic resources
would improve the utility of the extraction system. The navigation step provides
the ability to locate relevant pieces of the source documents and return a hierarchical structure of these pieces.
A problem occurs if the structure of the source document suddenly changes.
The decision policy no longer works and the agent has to start exploring for new
paths to the desired information. If the structure changes, it is usually easy to detect
the change since the path does not lead to wanted extraction points. More formally,
the rewards returned and the total return obtained during the extraction does not
1
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match the rewards and the total return obtained during training. As indicated in
figure 3.1, the agent can automatically jump from extraction mode to training mode
to find a new decision policy. This has not been investigated yet and needs further
research.

3.2.3

The Query Mode

The extraction system may also have a user interface where the user is able to
analyze the information that has previously been extracted. However, for some
applications this may not be appropriate. For example, consider a news filtering
application that is supposed to extract news articles from different sites and select
those articles that are of interest to the user. The extraction system may only send
an email or change the content of a web page when a new article is found, i.e. no
user interaction is taking place. For other applications such as Buyer’s Guide 2.7,
i.e. shopping agents that compare and find the most suitable products for users, the
users may want to be able to query the database of extracted information and select
suitable products themselves.
The query mode is a standard search system where the user is presented a
search form and the system interprets the query, executes the search, and presents
the results. However, due to the high level of structure that exists in the extracted
information, it is possible to provide a more advanced form with fields of specific
data types that match different slots in the extracted information.

3.3

The Hypertext Model

The process of the information extraction task in semi-structural environments can
be designed differently than in traditional natural-text environments. Instead of
trying to map templates of different slots to a set of words or sentences, the document, or more specifically a set of connected nodes in a set of linked hypertext
pages, can be viewed as a large parse tree where certain nodes shall be extracted.
Similar models have been used by for example Rennie and McCallum [52] where
each hyperlink represents a node. However, structural information other than the
links is not used.
The model suggested in this thesis consists of a tree with nodes representing
certain HTML elements in each page, including not only links but also other information. Figure 3.2 demonstrates how the hypertext linked pages are transformed
into a hypertext tree. One step in the extraction task consists of locating the appropriate nodes that contain the relevant pieces of information, i.e. the navigation
task.
A possible problem with using such a model of the source documents is that a
single extraction point may be larger than the size of a single node, i.e. the wanted
extraction pieces may span several nodes. A possible solution is to mark all of
the nodes within the extraction unit, including child nodes, as desired extraction
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Figure 3.2: Hypertext Transformation

nodes. However, this may lead to unnecessarily large trees that will take a long
time to train and require a large amount of memory.
A more suitable solution is to for example only represent so called HTML
block elements and treat character-level elements such as FONT and B elements
as normal text connected to a node in the tree. This will reduce the size of the
tree without losing valuable structural information. The character-level elements
usually do not provide valuable structural information for the extraction task.
Each block element according to the HTML specification [53] is represented as
a node in the tree with subsumed block elements as child nodes. The A HTML element is given special consideration since it is an in-line element, but still provides
valuable structural information and is highly important for the extraction process.

3.4

The Navigation Step

Given that the source documents have been transformed into a tree where each
node represents structural elements in the documents, it is now possible to use this
tree to locate the extraction points.
The navigation task for information extraction involves finding the optimal path
from a given starting point in the parse tree to the extraction points. It is defined
as a set of states S, a set of actions A, a transition function T : S × A → S, and
a reward function R : S × A → R. Given an initial state, the goal is to find the
optimal transition function that maximizes the sum of rewards.
The intuition behind this approach is that it is similar to how humans would
act if they were to complete the extraction task, i.e. to start from some node and
traverse the hypertext information through the parts of the page and by following
existing links up and down the tree. Of course, humans additionally interpret the
information present in the source document in a much higher linguistic and semantic fashion. However, the main similarity is that a decision as to whether a node
should be further explored is based on future actions. This model of the source documents allows the system to similarly trace future actions back to previous actions
and improve performance with its own experience.
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3.4.1

Learning to Navigate

During the training mode of the extraction system, a decision policy should be
constructed that can be used to navigate to the wanted extraction points. Reinforcement learning techniques are suitable for the learning part since the utility of
each action in the navigation task is based on future actions.
The tree model can be seen as a Markov decision process suitable for reinforcement learning algorithms. The extraction system is able to explore the tree
structure and navigate, i.e. find the optimal path from a given starting point to desired extraction points. The learning algorithm used for this purpose is presented in
a separate chapter since it is an important part of the system and vital to make the
system more user-driven and maintain a sufficient performance. More information
about the learning algorithm is given in chapter 4.4.
If the extraction task is not too complex, the extraction points could have been
simply located by performing a breadth-first systematic search through the parse
tree and skipping the training of a decision policy. Studies have shown that reinforcement learning techniques can outperform these techniques by a factor of three
or more [52]. This becomes more evident when the complexity of the task increases. The advantage of having this kind of reinforcement learning with explicit
modeling of future rewards is also that more user input as well as other heuristics
and knowledge can be used at different points during the navigation process. Thus,
the reward function can contain more feedback than just for example one for extraction nodes, -0.1 for links and zero for other nodes as used in the experiment
described below. The intuition is that this process corresponds more closely to the
behavior of human manual extraction. For example, consider the task of locating
information about products at a vendor web site. These products are often grouped
into categories and there are additional hints at the web site that lead the Surfer to
the final destination. By incorporating this information into the reward function,
the system will be able to skip irrelevant links and concentrate on paths that are
more relevant.
The goal is to be able to complete the extraction task with as little input and direction from the user as possible. Besides the advantage of providing a user-driven
IE system, this also enables the system to automatically handle structural changes
in the source documents. If the source structure changes so that the decision policy
suddenly does not lead to the extraction points, it can automatically start a new
training phase to adapt to these changes.

3.5

Additional Steps

The work behind this thesis has so far primarily dealt with the navigation step
that imitates the intuitive way of surfing through hypertext and takes advantage of
the structural information. That step alone may not be sufficient to complete the
extraction task. The information that has been located in the navigation step often
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needs to be further analyzed. At the very least, the text should be post-processed
to remove for example HTML elements.
If the task is more complex, it may also be necessary to implement traditional
information extraction NLP techniques such as named entity recognition, part-ofspeech tagging, co-reference resolution, and use of semantic resources such as
WordNet [11]. The implementation of these techniques could also be integrated
into the reward function to improve the performance of the navigation step further.
However, as previously stated, natural language processing techniques unfortunately do not work as well in semi-structural documents. The text is often less
grammatically correct and contains mostly choppy sentence fragments [4]
A common situation in semi-structured extraction tasks is that the information
is grouped or split into several pieces in some way. For example, a list of computer
hard drives may be grouped by manufacturer and split into multi-page tables to
limit the length of a single page. The consequence of this is that items in subsequent
pages are not considered to be “siblings” of the items in the first page. As shown
in one of the experiments in chapter 5.2, the user may give some examples of
wanted extraction pieces and specify that siblings should be extracted. Therefore, it
would be advantageous if the items in subsequent pages in multi-page tables were
considered as siblings. This could be accomplished by implementing heuristic
rules that change the structural information accordingly. This is a topic of future
research that needs further investigation.
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Design for the ASIE System
The Adaptive Semi-structured Information Extraction (ASIE) system was designed
to evaluate the approach described in chapter 3 and to be used as a test bed for
future developments. The system is still under heavy development and is not to be
considered as a fully-fledged information extraction system.
The design of the system is based on agent-oriented ideas as described in the
background chapter 2.6. The agent design and the platform used are described in
chapter 4.2. The architecture of the system and its various components are presented in subsequent sub-chapters.

4.1

Methodology

The system described in this chapter is used to evaluate the approach described
in the previous chapter. It would have been advantageous to use standardized test
applications such as those defined in the TREC conferences. However, the type of
application and approach makes these tests not currently suitable. One of the main
properties that should be evaluated is the level of user-driven nature of the system
and not performance such as precision and recall. This type of evaluation does not
exist in these conferences.
The system is designed to initially confirm that the approach works with satisfactory performance and approach level of user interaction. It will also be used
to conduct additional evaluations as the system evolves. These evaluations include
tests of performance, adaptiveness to new domains and the user-driven nature of
the system.

4.2

Agent Platform

The system is built with and upon the JADE framework [45]. The framework
provides a package to assist the development of agents and a platform where the
agents can be executed. One of its main advantages is its strong compliance with
the FIPA standards [30] and that it is implemented in Java.
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To assist in the execution of agents, the framework provides a distributed platform that can be split across several machines. Additionally, it provides a graphical management user interface, white-page and yellow-page services, and efficient
means of agent communication based on traditional protocols such as CORBA.
The underlying protocols such as CORBA are invisible to the developer who can
only work with FIPA-compliant ACL messages. The Java classes provided with the
framework simplify the development of the agent and support for example the development of custom communication languages and ontologies. Figure 4.1 shows
the architecture of the JADE platform. The Agent Management System agent manages all the agents in the platform and provides a white page service. The Directory
Facilitator agent provides a yellow page service where agents can search for other
agents that for example provide a specific service.

Figure 4.1: JADE Architecture

4.3

System Architecture

The architecture of the current implemented ASIE system, as shown in figure 4.2,
consists of Surfer agents that are able to efficiently download and handle web pages
on the Internet, Analyzer agents that take requests and analyze documents to find
the relevant pieces of information, and Butler agents that communicate with the
user. Currently all agents are located on a single machine, but since the JADE
platform supports a distributed platform and mobile agents, the agents could be
located on different machines and moved during execution if necessary.

4.3.1

The Butler Agent

The Butler agent handles communication between users and the extraction system.
Currently, a user interface is implemented that allows for communication to human
users. A Web service interface is also planned to be implemented in the Butler
agent to allow machine users of the system as well.
The Butler agent allows users to train the extraction system for new domains
and to schedule extractions and manage the trained agents. Currently, only the
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Figure 4.2: System Architecture
training of the agents interface is implemented, but future versions should also
support management of the agents and possibly also provide support for direct
queries of the data that has been extracted. A screen-shot of the Butler training
interface is shown in figure 4.3. It is implemented as a Java applet embedded in a
web page that communicates with the Butler agent over the network.

Figure 4.3: Butler Agent User Interface

4.3.2

The Surfer Agent

The Surfer agent has the capability to download web resources from the Internet.
As shown in figure 4.1, it is used by the Analyzer agent. The Analyzer sends
download requests of Web resources to the Surfer during the training and execution
of extraction tasks.
The Surfer can be seen as a web client used by the system. It provides similar
features such as a Web cache to increase the performance. Multiple Surfer agents
can be alive simultaneously to decrease the download time, and each agent can also
handle multiple download requests simultaneously.
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4.3.3

The Analyzer Agent

The Analyzer agent is the brain of the system. The Butler agent can for example
request start of training of a new extraction task to the Analyzer or start an extraction for an existing task. Multiple instances of the Analyzer agent can be executed
simultaneously to increase the performance of the system.
The learning of a new extraction task is the process that is of most interest
in the Analyzer agent. After a request has been received from the Butler agent
with information such as the starting address and extraction patterns, the Analyzer
initiates a new MDP (Markov Decision Process). The MDP represents the tree
where the structural information will be stored. Initially, the tree only contains
the given starting point and the Analyzer sends a request to the Surfer agent to
start downloading the starting web page. When the Analyzer receives the page
content from the Surfer, the Analyzer translates the page from the character level
representation to a hierarchical parse tree representation according to the hypertext
model described in chapter 3.3.
The Analyzer then examines the top nodes of the tree and makes a decision
as to whether the child nodes should be traversed. Currently, “starting explore”
is used when the process is initiated and therefore all child nodes will be examined during the training phase. This behavior is not suitable for complex extraction
tasks and will change in future versions of the system. The Q(λ) algorithm will
subsequently be used to update the decision policy and find the optimal path to the
extraction points. A reward function evaluates each node in the tree and returns an
appropriate reward. For example, the reward function can return one if the current
node contains matching extraction pattern and zero otherwise. The experiment described in chapter 5 also uses the rule that any sibling node to a matching extraction
node should receive reward one as well as certain penalties for each download of a
new page.
The process is finished when all nodes have been examined and the maximum
page depth has been reached. An initial update to the decision policy has now
been performed. The process is then repeated to reach a stable decision policy,
according to the standard general policy iteration idea. About 10-20 repetitions
may be necessary. Further information about the learning algorithm used in the
training process is given in chapter 4.4.

4.4

The Learning Algorithm

One advantage of using reinforcement learning algorithms for the navigation task is
that actions are assigned a utility based on the future result, i.e. actions that give no
immediate benefit may still be considered important due to possible future states.
The utility is measured in the total return, i.e. the estimated discounted sum of all
future actions, instead of only the immediate reward. The goal of reinforcement
learning is to obtain a policy that maps states to actions, π : S → A. The total
return, or the value of a specific state is defined as seen in equation 4.1 where γ
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∀x, a [Q̂(x, a) ← 0]
∀x, a [T r(x, a) ← 0]
while (true) {
xt ← the current state
at ← arg maxa Q̂(xt , a)
execute action at
rt ← reward for action at
et = rt + γ V̂t (xt+1 ) − Q̂t (xt , at )
et = rt + γ V̂t (xt+1 ) − V̂t (xt )
∀x, a [T r(x, a) ← γλT r(x, a)]
∀x, a [Q̂t+1 (x, a) ← Q̂t (x, a) + αT r(x, a)et ]
Q̂t+1 (xt , at ) = Q̂t+1 (x, a) + αet
T r(xt , at ) = T r(xt , at ) + 1
}

Figure 4.4: The Q(λ) Algorithm [7]
is the discount factor, r is the reward at time step t after given state s, and V π is
the optimal value function. This relates to the navigation task since it consists of a
sequence of decisions to stop or continue through a specific path.
V π (s) =

∞


γ t rt

(4.1)

t=0

The algorithm used for the experiment is based on the Q(λ)-learning algorithm
[7]. This algorithm combines the advantages of Q-learning and T D(λ)-learning.
Q-learning is an off-policy method that allows non-greedy (exploratory) actions to
be selected without losing the ability to obtain an optimal policy. T D(λ)-learning
is a combination of Monte Carlo simulations and dynamic programming. Similar
to Monte Carlo, it can learn a policy without complete knowledge of the environment dynamics, i.e. all states, actions and associated transitions. T D-learning also
inherits the benefits of dynamic programming where the policy is updated directly
after each time-step, as opposed to the end of the episode. The addition of eligibility traces assigns credit or blame to visited states and actions according to the
λ factor. This will increase the learning speed and faster reach the optimal policy.
Further details about these algorithms can be found in the textbook by Sutton and
Barto [54].
An outline of the algorithm can be seen in figure 4.4. The Q̂(x, a) function represents the estimated total return for state-action pair (x, a) and T r(x, a) represents
the eligibility trace value for (x, a). The V (x, a) function returns the maximum Q
value for given state, i.e. V (x) = arg maxa Q(x, a). A common approximation
that is also used in this system is to cut off the eligibility trace when the T r(x, a)
value subsides beneath a given threshold, thus making it unnecessary to iterate
through all state-action pairs.
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4.4.1

Random Walk Experiment

A simple experiment was conducted to examine how the parameters of the Q(λ)
algorithm affect the estimated total return values. The Random Walk Markov process was used for the experiment. It consists of 20 states S = s1 , ..., s20 and the
only transitions that are allowed from state sn are to state sn−1 or sn+1 . State s1
and s20 are terminal states in the process. The goal is to reach state s20 and thus
the learning algorithm shall find a decision policy that moves from the starting state
s10 to terminal state s20 . Figure 4.5 shows the transitions allowed in the process.

1

2

...

10

lose

...

19

start

20
win

Figure 4.5: Random Walk Markov Process
For each action taken in the process, a reward of one is returned if state s20 is
reached and zero otherwise, i.e. only when moving from state s19 to s20 is reward
one returned. Due to its simplicity, the Random Walk process is commonly used
when comparing or evaluating reinforcement learning algorithms. For the Q(λ)
algorithm used in this experiment, it is easy to calculate the optimal Q∗ value for
each state-action pair. As seen in equation 4.2, the Q∗ value should be zero for
all actions that move to the left and near one for actions that move to the right
depending on the γ parameter.

∗

Q (state, action) =

0
| action = lef t
γ 19−state | action = right

(4.2)

For each experiment, the Random Walk process was executed through 60 episodes. Executing any further episodes does not improve the policy for most settings
of the parameters. Table 4.1 lists the experiments that were performed on the Random Walk process and the setting of the parameters. For example, experiment 1
uses α = 0.5, γ = 0.5, λ = 0.5 and varies  from 0 to 1.0 in step of 0.051 .
The  (epsilon) parameter determines the probability that a random action will
be selected, instead of the greedy action. If set to one, only greedy actions will be
selected; thus, the policy will only be exploited and not explored. If the parameter
is set to zero, a random action will always be chosen; thus, all paths of the tree will
be explored but the behavior will be completely random.
Figure 4.6 shows the Q values of the 19 states 2 and how they depend on the
value of the epsilon parameter for experiment 1. As seen in the figure, the optimal
1

0:1.0:0.05 is Matlab style for creating a set of values from 0 to 1 in steps of 0.05
19 states was actually used in the experiment instead of 20 states to find a starting state that is
placed in the middle of the process
2
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num
1
2
3
4
5
6

 (epsilon)
0:1.0:0.05
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5

Table 4.1: Random Walk Experiments
α (alpha)
γ (gamma) λ (lambda)
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.05:0.95:0.05 0.5
0.5
0.1:0.9:0.1
0.5
0.5
0:1.0:0.05
0.5
0.5
0.5
0:1.0:0.05 0.5
0.5
0.5
0:1.0:0.05

# episodes
60
60
10:100:10
0
60
60

Q∗ value of one for state-action pair (17, right)3 is reached for all settings of the
epsilon parameter after 60 episodes.
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Figure 4.6: The State and Epsilon Parameter
It even finds the optimal policy for  = 0 when only the greedy action will be
chosen, but that depends on the fact that the default action is to go right when both
go left and right have the same Q value. The optimal policy would not have been
found if the default action had been to go left. A more suitable implementation
would have been to choose a random action when two actions have the same Q
value, since the optimal policy would then always be found given sufficient time.
Figure 4.7 shows the Q value for state-action pair (16, right) for experiment
1. A slight trend can be seen in the figure that the optimal Q value is not found
after 60 episodes when  approaches 1. Thus, for this process, it will reach the
optimal policy faster if the current policy is exploited and not only explored. In
fact, it could even be concluded from the figure that the best value of  is zero, i.e.
no random actions. Even if that may be true for this process, it will not necessarily
be true for more complex and dynamic processes. As seen in later experiments that
3

The states are numbered 0-18; thus (17, right) corresponds to state 18 and action right
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perform actual navigation tasks, too little exploration may cause the process to be
stuck in wrong final states and never to find the appropriate states.
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Figure 4.7: The Epsilon Parameter
Experiment 2 evaluates the learning rate parameter α (alpha). Figure 4.8 shows
the Q value for state-action pair (16, right) for different α settings. After 60
episodes, the optimal Q value of 0.5 is found when α approaches one. When
alpha = 1, the complete error between the last reward the current estimate of the
reward for the state-action pair is used in policy updates. For this simple and static
process, a high learning rate works very well. For more complex and dynamic processes, setting α too high may cause an unstable policy and it may take a longer
time to find the optimal policy than with a lower learning rate.
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Figure 4.8: The Alpha Parameter
Experiment 3 evaluates the correlation between the number of episodes executed and the learning rate parameter. As expected, the optimal Q value can be
reached even with a low learning rate if a sufficient number of episodes are executed, or with a low number of episodes and high learning rate as seen in figure
4.9.
Experiment 4 evaluates the γ (gamma) parameter. The γ parameter determines
how much previously executed state-action pairs shall be blamed or credited for
current reward. Setting γ = 1 results in a full update of all previous state-action
pairs for each error. Figure 4.10 shows that the optimal Q value for state-action
pair (16, right) is found for each setting of γ. The γ parameter does not change
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Figure 4.9: The Alpha Parameter and Number of Episodes
how the policy is updated, rather it changes what the optimal Q value should be.
As seen in equation 4.2, the optimal Q value for state-action pair (16, right) is γ 1
(remember that only 19 states were used in the experiment and they are numbered
0-18). If γ = 1 then the Q value would propagate all the way back to state 1;
thus the optimal policy would contain value 1 for action right and value 0 for
action lef t for all states in the process. Even though this may be appropriate for
this process, a more complex process with different rewards in several state-action
pairs could suffer severely from a too high γ setting. This is a difficult parameter to
set, it may sometimes be appropriate to populate the error far back through previous
state-action pairs and sometimes it may interfere with neighbor paths that lead to
wanted states. This is especially true when not selecting the greedy action, i.e.
when exploring the process.
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Figure 4.10: The Gamma Parameter
The final parameter that was evaluated was the λ parameter. It determines how
fast the error should be distributed through the eligibility trace. The eligibility trace
propagates the error back through previous states for each policy update. Without
the trace, it would take a longer time to find the optimal policy. As with the γ parameter, setting λ too high may cause interference with neighborhood states in the
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process. The Watkins version of Q(λ) [55] cuts off the trace for each state that performs an exploratory action. Peng’s Q(λ) algorithm treats exploratory actions the
same as greedy actions and most studies have shown that it performs significantly
better than Watkins’ algorithm [54].
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Figure 4.11: The Lambda Parameter
As seen in figure 4.11, the optimal Q value for state (16, right) is reached
after 60 episodes for low settings of λ. Higher settings cause later inappropriate
states, mainly through exploratory actions, to interfere with the Q value. Since 60
episodes were used in the experiment, the optimal policy was reached even with
low settings of the λ parameter. If the process were bigger or a fewer number of
episodes were executed, the optimal policy would not be reached for low settings
of the parameter.

4.4.2

Learning Algorithm Extensions

As indicated in the evaluation chapter of this thesis, the algorithm needs to be
extended if the extraction task shall reach satisfactory levels of performance.
Firstly, the eligibility trace is cut off for non-greedy actions. The update of the
T r(x, a) value is therefore replaced as shown in equation 5.4. Secondly, the error
values that are used to update the Q̂(x, a) value are changed so that it becomes
dependent on the state-action pair that it shall update. Therefore, it needs to be
calculated for each node in the trace according to equation 5.5. More information
about their extensions can be found in chapter 5.3.

4.4.3

Algorithm Complexity

The space requirements of this algorithm depend mainly on the number of stateaction pairs that exist in the process. The Q̂(x, a) needs to store the estimated total
return for each pair in the process. The T r(x, a) does not need to save a trace
value for each pair in the process, the trace can be cut off for value below a given
threshold and a value of zero can be assumed for pairs that do not exist in the trace
array. Thus, the space complexity is linear in the number of pairs in the process.
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The most time expensive operation in the algorithm is the update of the Q̂(x, a)
values. The Q value for each state-action pair needs to be updated for each action
executed by the agent. Additionally, the extended version of the algorithm needs to
calculate the error for each such update. The time complexity is therefore O(nm)
where n is the number of pairs in the process and m the average number of actions
per state.
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Chapter 5

Evaluation
The approach of the extraction task described in chapter 3 was evaluated with the
ASIE system described in chapter 4. This chapter describes how the experiment
was setup and the results of the experiment.
The choice of experiment is motivated and explained in section 5.1. Details
about experiment setup and algorithm parameters are given in section 5.2. The
results of the experiment and comments about them are given in section 5.3.

5.1

Experiment Overview

A simple information extraction task was selected to evaluate the navigation step
using reinforcement learning techniques. The experiment that was selected was to
extract the set of undergraduate programs available in the department web site of
the University [56] of Kalmar. This is not a complex task, in terms of linguistic or
semantic knowledge requirements. This is appropriate in this case since the use of
structural information is in focus.
The goal of the Analyzer agent is to find the optimal decision policy to be able
to navigate quickly to the extraction points in the tree. For the chosen extraction
task, about 20 pages need to be downloaded and about 1000 nodes are present in
the parse tree. Figure 5.1 shows target text pieces that should be extracted in the
final page for this experiment. The given start page for the extraction task is the
start page for the department and the final page can be found within two links from
that start page. However, about 20 pages needed to be downloaded to find that page
for this task.
To obtain a user-driven system, as little work and expertise as possible should
be required of the user to complete this task. The input from the user for this
task consists of a starting URL and a small set of example extraction patterns. It
was actually only necessary to have one simple pattern to complete this task, but
input that is more complex may of course be necessary to complete more difficult
extraction tasks.
An important part of the navigation step is how the rewards are calculated for
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Figure 5.1: Extraction Targets (text inside shaded box)
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the actions performed in given environment. Since the extraction task has the goal
of finding the information pieces to extract, the rewards of the state-action pairs are
high if they lead to states where information to extract exists and low otherwise,
e.g. the reward can be set to one if a relevant information point has been found and
zero otherwise. Additional assignments of the reward should also be used to guide
the agent in the right direction and avoid resource and time-consuming paths.
The selected extraction task can be easily completed with little user input. The
reason that such a simple task was selected was that the main objective with the
experiment is to evaluate the learning algorithm used for the navigation task. For
more advanced extraction tasks, additional user input, feedback as well as intelligent calculation of the reward function will be necessary. The level of intelligence
implemented in the reward function is crucial to maintain a user-driven extraction
system for more advanced extraction tasks and will be the focus of future research.

5.2

Experiment Setup

Table 5.1 list the input given for the experiment. The start URL and maximum
page depth represent the obvious start address for the extraction task and maximum
consecutive page links. The given pattern states that the agent should look for a
node that contains the text “120p” and extract the all the content of those nodes.
The pattern also states that any siblings that exist to a matching node should also
be extracted. This type of rule is common in semi-structured extraction tasks since
the wanted information is often placed in tables or bullet lists as in this case. It
reduces the burden of creating necessary and sufficient textual patterns.
Table 5.1:
Start URL
Page Depth
Pattern 1

User Input for the Navigation Experiment
http://www.te.hik.se/
3
Contain “120p” + siblings

The reward function for this experiment is defined according to equation 5.1.
When a desired extraction node s is located after executing action a in state s,
the positive value is returned by the reward function and subsequently distributed
back through the process according to the learning algorithm. A negative reward
is given when a hyperlink is followed since the jump to another page results in a
subsequent resource demanding page download. If another path to the extraction
node can be found without making as many downloads, then that path should be
preferred.
The specific values of zero and one that have been chosen correspond to standard reward values for reinforcement learning algorithms. Other values could have
been chosen as long as desired states received higher rewards.
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1
| s is an extraction node
−0.1 | s is a hyperlink
r(s, a) =


0
| otherwise

(5.1)

The Q values for the decision policy are initiated to one according to equation
5.2, i.e. the estimated total return for all state-action pairs equals one in the beginning of the process. This is called starting explore and will make the process
explore all the nodes in the process due to the high initial Q values. The policy will
subsequently approach the optimal policy Q∗ .
∀s, a Q̂(s, a) = 1

(5.2)

The parameters for the Q(λ) algorithm in this experiment are λ = 0.9, γ =
0.99, α = 0.5. The motivation for the high gamma (γ) parameter, i.e. the discount
factor, is that the process is large and not very dynamic and it is important for this
experiment to make the correct decision in the top nodes to reach the extraction
nodes. The lambda (λ) parameter influences the decay rate for the eligibility trace
and can make the process converge faster but also increases the computational demands on the process. It also represents how significant the rewards in future states
are and they are highly important for this experiment. The alpha (α) represents the
learning rate and influences how much of the error that should be adjusted for each
step. Too high a value may cause the policy to fluctuate thereby increasing convergence time and too low may cause increased convergence time.

5.3

Results

The agent was able to navigate successfully to the desired extraction points after
executing a number of episodes. The interesting result of this simple task is how the
update of the policy worked. It should be noted that for more complicated extraction tasks, the use of only the semi-structural information as currently implemented
would not be sufficient. However, the idea is that it will provide a foundation for
an extraction system that can be extended with additional techniques.
An example of how the Q values are updated during the policy iteration can
be seen in figure 5.2. The two series in the graph represent two FRAME HTML
elements near the top of the tree. These two nodes are especially important because
they are far from the final nodes in a tree that consists of about 1000 nodes. The Q
value of these two nodes will therefore receive a lot of influence from nodes further
down the tree. The frame named FRAME2 leads to a set of desired extraction
points and the other does not.
As seen on the right, on the final episodes, the policy is stabilizing and approaching the optimal decision policy. The optimal Q value for F RAM E2 can
be calculated as the discounted sum of rewards from the frame state and forward
according to equation 5.3. The optimal value for the F RAM E2 state with the
rewards in the given experiment is −0.1 + −0.1 · 0.996 + 1 · 0.9916 + −0.1 ·
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Figure 5.2: Q Values of Two Top Frame Nodes
0.9917 ≈ 0, 573. This value is obtained within three significant figures after about
10 episodes as seen in figure 5.2. The first −0.1 reward represents the link in the
frame element itself, the second and last −0.1 reward represents anchor element
links in the tree, and the 1 reward represents a matching extraction node.
Qπ (st , at ) =

∞


γ n R(st+n , at+n )

(5.3)

n=0

5.3.1

Local Optima Problem

As seen in the first episodes in figure 5.2, there is a dip in episode two where the
Q values do not approach the optimal value. The reason for this dip is that the
rewards from the extraction nodes have not reached the top nodes yet. The greedy
action in the state that represents the FRAME’s parent node is therefore incorrectly
set to FRAME1 node. Fortunately, the rewards will have propagated all the way
back to the top nodes in the tree after a few episodes and the decision policy will
converge to the optimal policy.
If the task had been more complex, the extraction nodes may not have been
found and the agent could have been stuck in local optima due to a faulty decision
in the beginning of the process. Of course, in an environment as complex as the
Internet, it is impossible to guarantee that the wanted nodes will be found. If the
environment is restricted in some way, for example by limiting the page depth as
done in this experiment, the policy will easier approach the optimal policy. The
convergence of Peng’s Q(λ) has not been proven yet; however, most empirical
studies have shown it performs better than other off-policy algorithms [54].
The problem of local optima can also be reduced by modifying the parameters
of the algorithm. By increasing the γ factor that regulates how far the error should
be propagated back through the process, the rewards of states far away will have
a higher influence thus reducing the risk of local optima. However, too high γ
values will result in other problems such as top nodes being too highly blamed for
errors even though some other wanted child nodes exist. This problem indicates
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the need for more intelligent error propagation in the process. This topic needs
further investigation as indicated in the future work chapter 8.5.

5.3.2

Non-greedy Action Problem

The first runs of the experiment did not result in a stable policy that approaches
the optimal policy as shown in figure 5.2. In fact, some state-action pairs receive
Q values of about 200, which is far from the optimal Q value that usually resides
between zero and one.
A problem with the Peng Q(λ) algorithm is that λ is not set to zero when nongreedy actions are chosen, i.e. the eligibility trace is not cut off for non-greedy
actions. This could possibly increase the convergence speed [7, 57]; however, this
is not the case for this process.
Since a high γ value had been chosen, the tree paths that did not lead to an
extraction point significantly reduced the Q values of the top nodes. That caused
the process never to converge to the optimal policy. In particular the top nodes will
have Q values far from the optimal values. The trace factor that regulates how the
error is distributed through the eligibility trace was therefore modified according
to equation 5.4 to cut off the eligibility trace for non-greedy actions, similar to the
Watkins’ algorithm [58]. The n in the equation represents the number of time steps
back through the process. Thus, errors are only propagated back through the last
greedy actions in the eligibility trace. The parent of a non-greedy action is therefore
not blamed for any subsequent errors. This solution significantly increases the
performance of the algorithm; however, a more intelligent propagation of the error
is still desirable.


t(st−n , at−n ) =

5.3.3

(λγ)n | ¬∃nongreedy(am ) ∧ 0 < m < n
0
otherwise

(5.4)

Penalty Accumulation Problem

Another problem with the Q(λ) algorithm is that the top nodes accumulate penalties from errors in the nodes further down the eligibility trace. The error is calculated for the bottom nodes and that error is then distributed back through the trace
according to the standard Q(λ) algorithm. The problem is that the top nodes will
receive a huge amount of penalty if the process is large and a high gamma value
is used in the algorithm. For this experiment, starting explore was used to force
the process to explore a large number of nodes in the beginning and become more
exploitive when the policy becomes stable, i.e. the Q values are initiated to value
1. The error for the first episodes will consequently be quite large and negative
since the value one is far from the optimal value. The top nodes could therefore
reach Q values down to −200 after the first episode, which is of course far from
the optimal value. Even if the policy does converge given enough episodes, it will
take an unnecessarily long time to find the optimal value.
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A solution to this problem is to calculate the error for each node in the trace
instead of distributing the error for the bottom node. The rewards for each node
in the trace, i.e. state and actions, are known since all of these actions have previously been executed. This information should be used to update the Q value more
precisely. The error function for updates of Q values in the trace was therefore
modified according to equation 5.5. The first term represents the discounted sum
of rewards from the given state-action pair in the trace (t1 ) to the end of the trace
(t2 ). The second term represents the estimated total return after the trace, and the
final term represents the current total return estimate of the state-action pair that
shall be updated.
e(st1 , at1 ) =

t2

n=t1

γ n−t1 R(sn , an )+

γ t2 +1−t1 Q̂∗ (st2 +1 , at2 +1 ) − Q̂∗ (st1 , at1 )

(5.5)

This modification increases the performance of the algorithm. The Q values of
the top nodes will now stay close to the optimal value even in the first episodes, as
seen in figure 5.2.
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Chapter 6

Related Work
The information extraction area is quite new; it has existed for about seven years.
However, a variety of types of systems and extraction tasks already exist. This
chapter describes and discusses a set of systems and work related to this thesis.
These systems will be evaluated mainly from two aspects: (1) the amount and type
of knowledge used, and (2) the level of adaptiveness of the system.
As stated previously, the amount and type of knowledge used in semi-structural
systems is usually quite different from natural language IE systems. More linguistic and semantic knowledge are typically used in natural language systems,
whereas pattern matching and structural information are used in semi-structural
systems. The following classification of knowledge will be used for the systems
described in this chapter.
Pattern Matching Use of syntactic character-level pattern matching, e.g. regular
expressions and named-entity identification
Structure Matching Use of structural information in the process, e.g. use of
HTML structure and relationships between the nodes
Linguistic Knowledge Use of linguistic related heuristics, e.g. part-of-speech
taggers and grammatical analysis
Semantic Knowledge Use of semantic/conceptual processing, e.g. use of shallow
semantic resources such as WordNet
A very important aspect of an IE system is how easy it is to adapt to new domains. The level of adaptiveness is therefore especially evaluated for the systems
described in this chapter. The development and adaptability of IE systems can be
considered in the three different approaches described below. The same classification is described in the introduction of the thesis, but it is repeated here for clarity.
The knowledge engineering approach is the traditional way to construct IE systems
and the user-driven approach is novel and still mostly a concept.
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Knowledge Engineering This approach requires a domain expert who is able to
add extraction rules to the system. The difficulty of finding domain experts
that also have sufficient computer knowledge makes it hard to adapt to new
domains.
Automatic Training The use of machine learning techniques can relax the requirement of computer knowledge for the domain expert and thus only require domain experts that can annotate documents for the domain. The system can automatically be trained given the annotated documents. This makes
the job of adapting an IE system to a new domain easier, but it still requires
a significant amount of work to construct the training data for the system.
User-Driven IE UDIE differs from automatic training in that novice users rather
than domain experts should be able construct an IE system without need of
large training sets. This makes it easy to adapt to new domains, although
more intelligence is required for the system and higher requirements of the
domain. For example, it may be necessary to have semi-structural documents
instead of free natural language texts.

6.1

Existing Semi-structural IE Systems

This section will briefly describe a number of IE systems that are able to process
semi-structural texts. Some of these systems are pure wrappers and others are combinations of natural language and semi-structural IE systems, e.g. the Webfoot
and CRYSTAL systems.

6.1.1

Ashish and Knoblock’s Wrapper Generation Toolkit

The main idea in the system described in the paper by Ashish and Knoblock [59] is
to exploit the semi-structural information present in Web pages to facilitate the extraction process. The construction of a wrapper starts with identifying the relevant
structure of a page, building a parser based on given structure, and finally adding
communication capabilities to the wrapper to be able to find different sources of
information and give the result to a mediator.
A set of heuristic rules are used to identify sections and subsections in the web
pages. These rules are basically regular expressions that exploit HTML knowledge
to find the structure. In addition, heuristics such as font size are used to determine
the hierarchical level of the structure.
There is no training in the system, although the user is able to correct erroneous
guesses through a graphical user interface. The heuristics basically employs pattern matching rules to identify sections and subsections, with assistance of HTML
knowledge. The actual structural relationships present in the source pages are not
used for the identified output structure.
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6.1.2

Rapper: A Wrapper Generator with Linguistic Knowledge

The approach used in the Rapper system [60] applies linguistic techniques to
the wrapper generation task for semi-structured documents. The use of regularexpression pattern matching rules is insufficient to handle changes in word use
and the order of the words. The addition of linguistic knowledge should increase
performance and make the development of pattern-matching expressions easier.
The parsing starts with a preprocessing phase, syntactic analysis, domain independent rules, domain specific rules, co reference, and finally tag clean-up. The
algorithm first makes a shallow parse and checks if it is enough. If more processing is required, it continues with deeper parsing. The preprocessing and syntactic
analysis phases can for example add part-of-speech tagging to the text. The domain
independent rules include techniques such as number rules that recognize and provide a standard form of numbers (e.g. three thousand becomes 3000, 3K, etc).
Other rules such as date-time rules, units of measure, and named entities (names
for people, organizations, and locations) are also included. Domain-specific rules
exploit knowledge about a specific application domain to do deeper parsing, for
example find the number to the left of the word personnel, and give it the label
personnel-strength.
The system uses the same techniques as in the Ashish system [59] and adds
algorithms that employ linguistic knowledge. These extensions increase the cost
of adapting the system to new domains, although they increase the accuracy for
implemented domains. As stated in the paper, the construction of wrappers is a
non-trivial task even with these tools. A significant amount of knowledge is still
required to construct a wrapper.

6.1.3

Wrappers in the TSIMMIS System

Hammer et al have developed a wrapper implementation toolkit to make the development of wrappers more efficient [61]. The toolkit consists of a set of templates
that contain common types of answers. Application developers can translate and
match queries against these templates and swiftly be able to extract information
if a suitable set of existing templates are found. A post-processing engine is also
part of the toolkit that is able to translate the answer to the desired format for the
application.
A declarative, rule-based query language called MSL is used in the TSIMMIS
project [62]. The data is represented according to a model called OEM that is
similar to wrapper templates. MSL queries sent to the system extract OEM objects
that match the patterns in the query.
The system relies on a predefined set of templates that are matched to the query
and used to extract relevant information. This makes the development easier given
that predefined templates exist. The adaptation to new domains involves construction of new templates, which can be a non-trivial task. The possibility to integrate the new templates into the existing system makes it viable to obtain a larger
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more domain-independent solution. The templates basically seem to rely on pattern matching rules.

6.1.4

The Webfoot preprocessor

It is difficult to combine the benefits of semi-structured oriented IE systems and
NLP oriented systems. Soderland tries to solve the problem by preprocessing the
documents with the Webfoot preprocessor [4] and then passing the output to an
NLP system named CRYSTAL [51].
As stated in the paper, it is important to include the structural relationships
and not only the facts from the documents. For example, the relationships between the day, location, and weather conditions provide crucial information to be
able to answer advanced queries. The Webfoot system transforms the document
using structural information from the HTML layout to a sequence of segments.
The goal is that relevant facts should be grouped together into a single segment.
Each segment is further divided into fields using a set of delimiters, both domainindependent and domain-dependent.
The sequence of segments produced by the Webfoot system is passed on as
input to the CRYSTAL NLP system that learns text extraction rules from examples. A domain-dependent lexicon is also included in the input together with the
sequence of segments from Webfoot.
The Webfoot preprocessor relies on a set of predefined heuristic rules, thus
no training is involved in this first stage. The CRYSTAL system employs a supervised learning that requires texts that have been manually annotated to match terms
in the documents to concepts in the system. In addition, a lexicon has to be constructed for the domains of interest. Both linguistic knowledge and some semantic
knowledge from the lexicons are used. The structure of the source document is
used, although only one level hierarchy is constructed.

6.1.5

The ShopBot Comparison Shopping Agent

The goal of the ShopBot [50] system is to be able to compare computer product
prices for different vendors. The user of the system should be able to enter product
keywords and receive a sorted list of products from different vendors. The system
should automatically be able to learn where search forms are located at each vendor
and interpret the response from queries executed at each vendor.
The agent learns how to handle the search forms at a specific vendor during
the “learning phase” of the system. After the learning phase, users of the system
can send queries that will be executed for all vendors included in the system and
in real-time see the result of the query. A set of heuristic rules are used to locate
the correct search form at the vendor. The learning algorithm does not require
any annotation of the documents, but it requires a “domain model” that contains a
set of example products with their associated attributes. These examples are used
together with HTML heuristics to induce the extraction rules for each vendor.
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The system is heavily targeted to the vendor-product domain, although it would
work for other product types than computer products. Adaptation to new vendors
within the same product domain seems to work with very little effort. Adaptation to
new types of products requires more work, e.g. construction of the domain model
that requires domain expertise. There is practically no use of linguistic or semantic
knowledge, with the possible exception of the domain model. The extraction rules
basically rely on pattern matching and some minor structural matching.

6.1.6

The WYSIWYG Wrapper Factory (W4F)

The W4F toolkit [63] assists users in the construction of wrappers with a graphical
user-interface. A set of wizards presents web pages that are annotated with extraction rules. The user can click on specific parts of the page to find extraction rules
for that piece of text. These rules can be further generalized and modified by the
user to construct a wrapper for a specific target site.
As written in the paper, the design of wrappers should be written in a layered
architecture where the retrieval, extraction, and mapping of the output are carried
out separately. This will increase the ability to adapt the wrappers to new domains
and target sites.
The toolkit transforms the HTML pages into a parse tree according to the
HTML specification. Instead of considering the HTML page as a string; it is
viewed as a tree where each node corresponds to an HTML element. The advantage is that the structural information in the document can be used in the extraction
rules, instead of just character-level patterns. The rules are written in a declarative language for each layer, i.e. the retrieval, extraction, and mapping layer. In
addition, non-declarative user-defined mappings in the Java language are provided
which makes it very easy to include the wrapper in Java applications.
The graphical user-interface makes it easy to construct wrappers for new domains, even though no automatic training is used in the toolkit. The user is still
required to have knowledge about how the extraction language works and about
for example regular expressions. The toolkit relies heavily on the structural information in the web pages and on some pattern matching.

6.1.7

Head-Left-Right-Tail (HLRT) and Related Wrappers

Six different classes of wrappers are evaluated in the paper by Kushmerick [5] with
focus on their efficiency and expressiveness. A wrapper is formally defined as a
function from a page to a label, i.e. the result of executing a wrapper on a page is a
label. The simple LR wrapper class uses left- and right-hand delimiters to extract
the relevant pieces of text. More than one attribute can of course be extracted, each
having associated pairs of left- and right-hand delimiters.
The wrapper induction problem is defined as finding a wrapper of given class
that maps the given set of example pages and associated labels. The labeling of
the example pages used for the supervised training is often performed manually.
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However, since the goal is to automate the wrapper construction, some initial experiments have also been performed on ways to label the examples automatically.
The other classes of wrappers presented in the paper extend the LR class in
different ways. The HLRT is a useful class that identifies the delimiters for the head
and tail of the page in addition to the left and right for each attribute, thus providing
support for more sophisticated pages. The OCRT class differs from HLRT in that
the opening and closing delimiter is identified for each group of attributes instead
of for each page. The N-LR class extends the LR class to support nested attributes,
i.e. name, street, and city can be sub-attributes of an address attribute. The HLRT
and other classes could also be extended to support nested attributes, e.g. class
N-HLRT.
One of the purposes of the paper is to compare the performance of the wrapper
induction task for the different classes, thus automated training is used for the
construction of the wrappers. There seems to be little more than pattern matching
rules that are being induced by the learning algorithms presented.

6.2

Discussion

The systems selected for this paper by no means constitute a complete list of systems that can handle semi-structural text. They have mainly been selected to show
different approaches for systems related to this thesis. This section will discuss the
differences in the systems by looking at the type of knowledge that is used and the
level of adaptiveness. Figure 6.1 gives an overview of the differences in the amount
and type of knowledge used.
Structural
Information
W4F
Toolkit

ShopBot
Pattern
Matching

Ashish’s
Toolkit

HLRT
Wrappers

Webfoot +
CRYSTAL

Semantic
Knowledge

TSIMMIS
RAPPER

Linguistic
Knowledge

Figure 6.1: Amount and Type of Knowledge
The ShopBot system, the HLRT related wrappers, and the TSIMMIS system
rely mostly on pattern matching capabilities and do not take significant advantage
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of structural, linguistic, or semantic knowledge. Even though HTML heuristics
are included in some of these systems, the web pages are basically viewed as a
character-based representation rather than a hierarchal structure. The W4F toolkit
makes more use of the structural information by transforming the pages into a parse
tree that is used to navigate through the text. The Webfoot system together with
the CRYSTAL system makes an ambitious attempt to take advantage of linguistic,
semantic, as well as structural knowledge. The level of structural knowledge used
is still not as rigorous as in the W4F toolkit.
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ShopBot
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Wrappers
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W4F
Toolkit
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Figure 6.2: System Adaptiveness
An overview of the adaptiveness of the systems is shown in figure 6.2. The
TSIMMIS and RAPPER systems rely on traditional knowledge engineering methods for adapting to new domains. The ShopBot and the HLRT related wrapper
classes rely on automatic training, although some expert work may be needed to
annotate documents or provide new domain knowledge. The W4F toolkit has no
training and relies on a user/expert to create the extraction rules with valuable assistance from the graphical user interface. The optimal solution would be to be able to
have intelligent training guided by novice users, i.e. a truly user-driven IE system.
In addition, the current border between semi-structural IE and natural language IE
should be removed in the future to let techniques from both areas complement each
other.
Another system that is related to this thesis, even though it is not an information
extraction system but rather a web spider, is the Cora project [52]. A Web spider
is an agent, a.k.a. robot, that collects documents for an information retrieval system. The Cora system uses reinforcement learning techniques to choose efficiently
which links to follow. Thus, a policy is trained for the hyperlink structure but the
semi-structural information present in the document is not used since the goal is
not to extract information. However, the use of reinforcement learning techniques
to navigate through some structure is similar to the approach of the ASIE system.
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Chapter 7

Ethical Considerations
Novel scientific knowledge and advances in technology give more power to the
users of these tools. This power can not only be used but also abused for destructive
and morally questionable goals. It is therefore important to consider the possible
and probable consequences of these new technologies. The purpose of this chapter
is to identify and discuss these consequences.

7.1

General Effects of Knowledge Management

A serious problem in the information society of today is the information overflow
problem. A large amount of money is spent on knowledge management (KM)
tools that are effective in producing large quantities of information. These tools are
also efficient in distributing this information around an organization, even to users
that are not interested in the information. When users receive too much irrelevant
information, the relevant information will be lost. Thus, the goal of the KM tools
to increase the effectiveness of the organization [8] is not achieved. In extreme
cases, these tools can even decrease the effectiveness.
KM tools should produce information with high quantity and quality, i.e. as
large an amount of information as possible that is relevant to the specific user and
as small an amount of irrelevant information as possible. Tools used for applications such as data warehousing and data mining are able to produce large quantities
of data, but unable to make a semantic interpretation of the data to judge whether or
not the information is relevant. More tools that are intelligent should be used where
a user can easily choose relevant information topics and that automatically adapt
to the user’s needs. A crude example is the comparison between information retrieval (IR) and information extraction (IE) services. IR services such as AltaVista
and Google produce a large amount of information, including a large amount of
irrelevant information. IE services extract only the relevant part of the documents
and present a smaller amount of information but with higher quality. The problem
with IE tools is that they are more difficult to build.
I hope that the type of service that is presented in this thesis will not only in63
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crease the quantity of information, but also increase the quality and make it possible
for users to obtain relevant and interesting information.
Another consideration is that of personal privacy. Privacy refers to the ability
for an individual to control information about him- or herself, consistent with his
and her expectations and values. Loss of privacy may result in ethical and social
problems.
American law classifies privacy into the following four types: disclosure, intrusion, false light, and appropriation [64]. Disclosure happens when potentially
harmful information about an individual is given to someone else without given
consent. Intrusion occurs when the personal sphere of an individual has not been
respected. False light is another form of invasion of privacy where false information is spread about an individual. It may seem questionable as to whether false
light is really a privacy issue, since it does not reveal true privacy information.
However, since the false information may cause serious harm to the individual, it
is an ethical problem. Appropriation is the act of taking on the identity of others for
purposes of one’s own. An example of this type of invasion of privacy is carding,
i.e. using other people’s credit cards. It should be noted that these different types of
invasion of privacy are not independent of each other. Some have even suggested
that all privacy issues can be reduced into disclosure or intrusion.
The introduction of knowledge management tools brings these privacy issues
into new situations. The magnitude of information that can be collected, analyzed,
and distributed has increased significantly due to these computer-aided tools. For
example, the use of data mining tools to identify zip codes for where to send advertisements can be seen as a positive example of how KM tools decrease unwanted
advertisement. However, the same tools can also be used to refuse orders from
certain low-income zip codes. This may increase the revenue for the company in
question, but it may also increase segregation and cause increased harm to society.
KM tools not only increase the effect of existing privacy problems, new KM applications introduce new privacy concerns in situations that were not possible before.
An example of such an application is transaction generated information (TGI). Information can be gathered from various transactions that individuals perform such
as credit card purchases and telephone calls. Advanced KM tools make it feasible
to gather and analyze this huge amount of information. These tools can produce
personal profiles that contain personal information and potentially cause privacy
problems.
The popularity of the Internet has also significantly changed these privacy issues. The Internet is quite different from other existing forms of communication.
In-Real-Life (IRL) communication can be categorized as “few-to-few” where only
a small number of people can send and only a small number of people can receive
the information. Newspapers, radio, and television are examples of “few-to-many”
communication where a small number of people can broadcast information to a
large number of people. The Internet makes it possible for a large number of people to send information to a large number of people, thus it is “many-to-many”
communication [65].
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It may not be obvious why this increased access to information and possibility
to analyze and distribute information may be harmful. Some people say that only
individuals who have something to hide will get hurt. One way to argue against
this opinion is to compare it to the extreme example of a panopticon. A panopticon
is a prison where the cells are arranged in a circle and the side facing the center
of the circle is made of glass. A guard tower in the middle can observe everything
that happens in the cells. Even though the prisoners will not be observed at all
times, they do not know themselves when they are being watched. Since the prisoners think they are being observed, they will change their behavior as if someone
were watching them. If all information about ourselves were accessible, such as
credit card purchases and telephone calls, we would also change our behavior. This
change of behavior can lead to loss of autonomy, fear of acting against the general
opinion, and problems with the development of our democratic society [66].
To protect our privacy, the use of knowledge management tools and the information they produce needs to be regulated. Even the development of these tools
may need to be regulated in extreme cases. How this should be regulated is a complex issue and not the main topic of this thesis. It is however important to be aware
of these problems and what consequences the use of these tools can have.
An interesting example of how privacy can be protected by regulation is Swedish legislation. Sweden has been called one of the most open societies in the world.
The so called “publicity principle” states that there should be free access to official documents and anyone who wants access has the right of anonymity and does
not have to state his/her purpose. Sweden was also the first country in the world
that enacted a Data Protection Law in 1973 that regulated the use of personal data
files. This law was superseded in 1998 by PUL, an implementation of an EU directive that regulates use of personal information. The purpose of this directive
was to adjust the legislation to the IT society of today. Unfortunately the directive
was interpreted in an extreme way by the Swedish government so that it was not
even allowed to print other people’s names without given consent. It was no longer
possible even to have a list of employees in the company homepage without first
given explicit consent. Even though this certainly protects our privacy, it also prevents legitimate and non-harmful activities. The law was later changed to be less
restrictive.
Another example of Swedish extreme protection of privacy was a recent court
decision that held the publisher of a major Swedish newspaper responsible for content written in a public unmoderated web forum [67]. This decision resulted in the
forum being shutdown and many people lost the ability to give their opinion and
take advantage of the possibilities of the Internet. This is similar to the famous
German case where the managing director of Compuserve was held responsible
for pornographic material present in a Compuserve newsgroup [68].
New laws need not always be legislated to regulate the use of IT tools. In a
personally related case, misleading articles that were written by the Swedish press
caused a public Internet chat service at University of Kalmar to be shutdown[69]. A
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DALnet IRC1 server that I co-administrated was used by a group of Nazis. A major
Swedish newspaper wrote a headline article where they said that the University of
Kalmar supported Nazis, only because a few Nazis were using the server together
with over 10.000 other users. This is a misleading article implying that University
of Kalmar is pro-Nazi, and wrong from several aspects such as freedom of speech
and democratic values. We should be careful not to be overly restrictive in the use
of IT tools. It is important to protect privacy, but we should be careful not to restrict
legitimate use as well. On a positive note, the server was later brought back online
after long discussions with the head of the University.
A problem with the legislation of today is that it tries to define what should
be allowed instead of what should be disallowed. This is called the use-model and
the misuse-model respectively [70]. The conclusion from a Swedish investigation
in 1993 found that the current use-model system with licenses and permissions
did not function as intended. The immense work brought about by applications
prohibits the Data Protection Agency from making the necessary inspections out
in the field. Only about 10% of the available personal data files in the country were
legal. A conclusion of the investigation was that only a Misuse-model was feasible
in today’s society, but the new EU directive was a perfect example of the use-model
and the Swedish government felt obliged to implement it. The IT of tomorrow will
provide even more intelligent and effective tools. We need to find effective ways
to regulate the use of these tools if our privacy is to be protected.

7.2

Intellectual Property Rights

Knowledge management tools such as semi-structured IE make it easier to automatically extract relevant pieces of information from web sites around the Internet.
This may tempt people to abuse these tools to take advantage of services and information in malevolent ways. The use (abuse) of these tools may also be illegal if
they violate for example copyright restrictions placed on the source documents.
It may not be obvious why it is important and beneficial for the society to
have copyright laws and patents. They are after all infringements of our rights of
freedom of speech. It may seem that these laws only benefit the inventor or the
company holding the patent at the expense of the public at large. However, if one
considers that the invention or the information may not have been possible to create
unless these laws existed; it is easy to see that they benefit the society in the end.
The following personally related incident is an example of the problem of balancing the copyright restriction and public benefits for a specific case. Microsoft
has a knowledge base [71] that contains about 100.000 short articles that describe
and give suggestions of how to handle problems with their products. The search
1

An Internet Relay Chat (IRC) server provides a service where users can join and talk to each
other in different channels to discuss various topics. DALnet is a global network of connected IRC
servers that shares channels and users around the world.
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engine that Microsoft provided unfortunately did not work very well2 . Articles
that should have been returned were not returned, i.e. the search engine had a
low recall. Therefore, I personally created a service that collected the articles and
provided my own search engine for the knowledge base.
It can be difficult to see who was hurt by this action. The users of Microsoft
products will benefit from the service since they more easily solve problems that
occur and Microsoft itself should increase their status among their customers.
However, this was not the reaction of Microsoft when they became aware of the
service. They threatened with legal action unless the service was shutdown due
to copyright infringements. Even though I had asked permission and received an
acceptance from the European Microsoft headquarters previously, I was forced to
shutdown the service according to American headquarters.
The American headquarters was after all correct, it was an infringement of the
copyright statement and it should therefore be shutdown. This is also an example
of how knowledge management tools can be misused, even though it was for a
beneficial purpose. Copyright laws restrict the rights to reproduce and publish
information and patents prevent others from making, using, and selling inventions.
This trade off between freedom and welfare is worth taking since it is beneficial in
the end.
This also opens the question of how to uphold these laws. The same problem
exists in the information retrieval area where some sites do not want to be indexed
by any search engine. This resulted in a standard for how web sites should inform
search engines (a.k.a robots, spiders) that they want to be excluded from the index
[72]. A similar solution should be appropriate for information extraction (IE) tools
as well. If such a standard became widely accepted, then it would be easier to
prevent abuse of IE systems.
The copyright laws prevent people from republishing the same information at a
different site. However, they do not explicitly prevent publishing of derived works,
i.e. the result of analyzing and processing the source information. Some content
providers may not want any information, even derived information, to be published
elsewhere whereas other providers allow a certain amount of derived works. This
problem of derived works also needs to be considered and regulated.

7.3

Ethical Theories

The main ethical theory that is used to judge what is right and wrong in this chapter
is Mill’s utilitarianism. Utilitarianism is a theory where an action is judged on the
consequences of performing the action. The basic principle is that everyone ought
to act so as to bring about the greatest amount of happiness for the greatest number
of people [73]. The ultimate intrinsic good in the world is total happiness, i.e. not
happiness of one specific individual. A common critique of utilitarianism is that it
may seem to favor the decision to kill one individual to save ten other individuals,
2

This occurred in 1998, it works better today
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e.g. for organ transplants. However, if the long-term consequences of this action
are considered then utilitarianism will not favor such an action. If it were allowed
to kill one individual to save other individuals, then we would live in a society
where most people would feel unsafe and the total happiness would be decreased.
Another question is whether the intentions of the individual should be considered or the actual consequences of the action. If the individual could not foresee
the actual consequences of an action but had good intentions, then the individual
still has high moral character. If we were judging the moral character of the individual, then it would be appropriate to consider the intentions of the individual. To
put it in agent terms, the individual/agent can only maximize his expected utility.
However, we are actually interested in whether it is morally correct to perform an
action and therefore the consequences of the action should be considered and not
the intentions of the individual or agent.
According to the theory of ethical relativism, the question of what is right and
wrong might have different answers for different individuals. This means that there
cannot exist any universal law or individual-independent morality, which makes the
theory very impractical. It also focuses on the moral aspects of individuals rather
than on actions. If we are interested in the moral aspects of an action, then the
action should be dependent on the individual. It may however be dependent on the
context of the action. If the action is later performed in the same context then the
same moral value should apply.
Kant’s deontological theory of ethics emphasizes the act itself rather than the
consequences of performing the act. Some acts are never good no matter what
the consequences are, for example killing another individual. It states that one
should never treat humans as a means to an end, they are ends in themselves. This
prevents the organ transplant problem previously explained since one cannot use
one individual as a means to save other individuals. The categorical imperative
states that one should only perform actions that you would like to be a universal
law. Due to the complexity of our world, it is very difficult to find universal laws,
e.g. Thou shalt not lie. Each action needs to be considered separately in the right
context and it is difficult to find general context-independent laws.
Given that we have an ethical theory that we can use to evaluate actions, when
is it appropriate to use it? Since our world evolves and the people who enact laws
makes mistakes as we all do, it may be morally justified to break the law in some
cases. Assume the following scenario. We have an IE system that is able to collect
and process information from various sources. Let us also assume that it never publishes information from sites that have copyright restrictions. Would it be morally
justified to collect and process information but not publish any information? Since
the collection and processing actions do not hurt any other individual, what would
be the harm?
Let us add some more information to the system, and assume that it has access
to various Internet backbones and can gather a huge amount of information. The
system is now able to analyze everyday traffic, e.g. transaction generated information, and create detailed profiles of specific individuals. This type of use of IE
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raises various privacy concerns. Even though the information is not published, the
bare knowledge that such a system exists may influence our behavior. The situation is similar to that of the panopticon that was described earlier in this chapter
and leads to loss of autonomy.
Would this type of use of IE be morally justified if it could prevent another
crime? It may be possible to use the system to detect carding, i.e. abuse of other
people’s credit cards. Would the appropriation abuse outweigh the loss of autonomy in the society? The loss of autonomy may seem to cause greater harm in this
case, but would that still be the case if the system could prevent a terrorist attack?
The terrorist attack may kill thousands of people and cause wide spread fear in the
society. These difficult questions show some of the possible consequences that can
be the result of use of knowledge management techniques.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions
This chapter discusses the results of the work presented in this thesis. The problems and solutions of the experiments are initially discussed, followed by a discussion that is more general about information extraction and knowledge management.
Additionally, the ethical considerations are discussed as well as limitations of the
current approach and future work.

8.1

Intelligent Navigation

Training of the navigation task can be successfully accomplished using reinforcement learning techniques. One of the main advantages of reinforcement learning
techniques, as opposed to supervised learning techniques, is the ability to learn
from experience while interacting with the environment. Thus, the goal of a userdriven system, where the user is not required to prepare large training sets, is approached.
One of the problems identified in the experiment was that the agent might be
stuck in local optima and not find the optimal path or the desired extraction points.
This is not a problem if the environment can be restricted so that every node can be
evaluated. However, it should be noted that the convergence of the Q(λ) algorithm
has not been proven. For tasks that are more complex where the environment can
not be sufficiently restricted, the agent must choose which paths to investigate and
leave other paths unexplored. The problem of local optima becomes more difficult
for these tasks. These types of tasks require further investigation to show that they
can be handled with satisfactory performance.
The Q(λ) algorithm described by Peng that propagates errors through the eligibility trace from non-greedy actions proved to present some problems for this
application. These problems involved how the non-greedy action error was propagated and how the error was calculated. The performance of the learning algorithm
was significantly increased by cutting off the eligibility trace for non-greedy actions. Due to the high value of the discount factor chosen for this experiment, the
γ (gamma) parameter, the iteration of the policy did not benefit from errors from
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non-greedy actions. As stated in other papers [54], the use of non-greedy errors
might very well benefit the training of the decision policy but this is not always the
case.
Another problem experienced in the experiment was the problem of accumulating traces. Since the top nodes in the process received the same error, discounted
by gamma, the estimation of the total return in the decision policy does not work
well. The problem can be reduced by changing the way the error is calculated and
re-calculating the error for each top node in the trace. This gives a better estimate
of the total return and makes the policy converge faster to the optimal policy.
One of the goals behind this thesis was to be able to handle the dynamic nature
of the Web. Since the approach proposed for the ASIE system involves high use
of the structural information, it becomes sensitive to structural changes. A change
in the structure can be easily detected by comparing the received total return with
the estimated total return in the decision policy during the extraction mode of the
system. If a change occurs after the training mode, the received total return will
differ substantially from the estimated total return. A possible way to handle the
change is to automatically switch to training mode again and try to find the similar
extraction points again. The old patterns given by the user can be used, or possibly
the content of the last successful extraction. The content extracted from the last
successful extraction will probably still exist, but with a different structure. It
should be possible to use this information to identify the new structure. However,
it may be necessary to interact with the user in some cases to handle the structural
change. This problem requires additional research.

8.2

Information Extraction

The area of semi-structural IE differs from natural language based IE in a number
of ways, e.g. the source text is often not as grammatically correct or structured in
the same way. Thus, techniques designed for natural language text may not work
well for semi-structured text and vice versa. The performance of wrappers that
work with semi-structured text is typically very high if the source text contains
enough structural information that can be used for the extraction task. As stated in
the introduction, the problem with these systems is how to adapt quickly to new
domains and thus how to construct truly user-driven IE systems that can easily
adapt to new domains. The usefulness of IE systems will not reach the same level
of popularity as IR until they can handle a similar coverage of domains. For semistructural information extraction systems, this can be possible in the near future.
Natural language IE has already reached surprisingly high levels of accuracy, near
human level performance for some specific tasks such as named entity recognition.
However, the concept of user-driven IE systems for free text is still far away due to
the demand for a large amount of linguistic and semantic knowledge.
The goal of user-driven information extraction systems says that minimal input
from the user should be required, both in required time and in knowledge. The
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navigation task is only one part of the complete information extraction system, but
an important task that takes advantage of the semi-structural information. If the
source documents contain a large amount of semi-structural information, no other
processing may be required to complete the task [4].
The intuition behind the approach described in this thesis is that it should provide a base for future intelligent techniques and simulate human “surfing” behavior.
The current implementation with the hypertext tree model and the learning algorithm with its reward function and error propagation only considers the syntactic
and structural information. The performance of the system, and ability to handle
more than just rigorous semi-structural domains, could benefit from additional use
of linguistic and semantic knowledge. This will also be one of the topics for future
research.
The current implementation, which mainly deals with semi-structural domains,
can still provide several important applications. The Buyer’s Guide shopping-agent
system is one example. Another example that I have been involved in is Structure
Knowledge Initiative - SKICal [74]. That initiative has the goal of increasing the
knowledge management of public events. One task in that project is to collect and
compile information from calendars that exist in different Web sites. This is an excellent example of the application of semi-structural information extraction. Other
smaller applications that are of personal use are a TV-planner agent and a news
agent. The TV-planner collects information from different TV program listings,
learns personal preferences, and alerts the user when the show starts. The news
agent simply extracts news headlines from about 10 news agencies and compiles a
compact list of headlines with links to the articles. Several other similar applications can be envisioned and the need for these services will increase further as they
become sufficiently effective.
The overall goal of the thesis is to improve techniques in the knowledge management area. The semi-structured information extraction technique is one part
of the knowledge management area that can be of significant use in the near future. The amounts of information that exist in semi-structured environments have
already reached high levels today. The work of the Semantic Web initiative, that
has the goal to present information with sufficient semantics so that the information shall be machine-understandable, also requires effective information extraction techniques. With such information extraction systems and the use of standardized languages and ontologies, new services can be designed with machineunderstandable semantic information.

8.3

Ethics

The purpose of the ethical chapter in this thesis was to consider possible consequences of fulfilling the goals of this thesis. The preferred ethical theory used
to decide what is right and wrong is that of Mill’s utilitarianism. It is the consequences of performing an act that should be evaluated and how these consequences
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might hurt individuals in our world, both the short- and long-term consequences.
The first problem that was considered was that of information overflow. By
increasing the performance of knowledge management tools, the flow of information might increase so that individuals get even more filled with information and
unable to handle it. Firstly, knowledge management does not simply strive to increase the flow of information; the real goal is to increase the effectiveness of an
organization/individual by better information handling. Thus, knowledge management tools should strive to provide knowledge and not simply information. The use
of information extraction tools will certainly benefit the direct user of the system,
but the question is if the user will later use that information to common good or
not. For example, it might be possible that someone uses information extraction
tools to collect email address information and then uses that information to send
spam email. There are of course many other examples of benevolent use of the information as well. If the primary use of the information extraction technology was
malevolent, then the development of such information extraction techniques should
be seriously questioned. The number of applications that can be envisioned, both in
the short and long-term, should however provide more benevolent than malevolent
use. For example, applications such as shopping agents benefit users since they are
able to find the best retailer and the competition among the retailers is increased.
Another problem is that of privacy. Information extraction tools can certainly
be used in a malevolent way to collect personal information without given consent.
If this abuse continued without improved legislation, the total happiness would
decrease. Therefore, the question is whether it is probable that the legislation will
be improved or whether the development of information extraction techniques is
morally questionable. The best solution were if the legislation would be improved,
e.g. by application of the misuse-model, since the benevolent use of information
extraction techniques would be increased. Also, as indicated in the end of the
chapter, we need to regulate the use of knowledge management tools and access to
information.
The third problem deals with protection of intellectual property. As described
in chapter 7.2, I have personal experience with how easy it is to get in to such
problems. If it is easy to extract information from other services, it is easy to
violate copyrights even if the intent is benevolent. If a standard for what is allowed
to be extracted was developed, similar to the robot exclusion standard used for
information retrieval services, the problem would be reduced. However, it would
not stop users of information extraction systems who intend to violate copyrights.
Again, the need for improved legislation is indicated.

8.4

Limitations

The approach proposed in this thesis is suitable for semi-structured information extraction tasks in hypertext environments. Natural language processing techniques
should be used for other information extraction tasks such as extracting informa74
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tion about different companies from news articles. The approach in this thesis is
also dependent on high existence of structural information in the source documents.
The desired information should preferably be present in lists or tables for the task
to work satisfactorily.
It should also be noted that the current system is not a fully-fledged extraction
system, but rather the foundation that additional components shall be built upon.

8.5

Future Work

The system described in this thesis is still in the beginning of the development
cycle. Even though it can already handle simpler tasks, the goal is that it should
be able to handle complex tasks and still maintain the user-driven property. The
following list presents some topics and problems that need further work to reach
that goal.
• Additional experiments should be performed to evaluate the system further
in different environments and levels of complexity.
• The problem of dynamic structures need further investigation and experimentation. The detection and automatic retraining of the agent are two such
topics that should be investigated.
• The navigation step should be given the ability to handle various types of
structures that needs special handling. For example, it is common to have
multi-page tables, i.e. lists that are split across several pages since they will
not fit on a single page, and special consideration should be given to the
structural information for these lists.
• The reward function should be improved to guide the agent intelligently
through the hypertext environment. Linguistic and semantic techniques could be included in this function to be able to give more input from the
environment to the learning algorithm. Various such techniques exist today,
and the addition of them to the system would make it more general and able
to handle other domains.
• The error propagation should be further developed so that errors are more
intelligently blamed through the eligibility trace. The current solution to
simply cut off the trace for non-greedy actions and use a discounted distribution for greedy actions can be improved. This could reduce the problem
of local optima and make the algorithm converge to the optimal policy more
quickly.
• The users of the system should also be given additional ability to interact and
give feedback to the system. This includes both human and machine users.
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